Unit 4 Astronomy: The Universe, Earth, Moon, Planets, & Stars

Circle Time, Small Group, & Centers
Knowledge Building Targets
1. The Earth is our planet
2. The universe
3. Maps and globes
4. Scientists and what they do:
astronomer, astronaut, and engineer
5. Science tools: telescope
6. Moon
7. Moon landing
8. Planets in our solar system
9. Mars
10. Mars Rover- Curiosity
11. NASA
12. Stars and constellations
13. Engaging in play with peers:
Observatory
Early Literacy Skills
1. Print/book skills: title, author,
directionality
2. Listening comprehension
a. Answering key questions (focus
on who, when, what questions)
b. Memory for events
c. Retelling
d. Following directions
3. Sequencing of events
4. Fiction vs. nonfiction
5. Writing skills
a. Prewriting strokes
b. Letter formation
c. Shared writing
6. Early writing through crafts

Oral Language Skill Targets
1. Answering questions
2. Stating an opinion
3. Academic vocabulary- universe,
Earth, astronaut, telescope, etc
4. Story vocabulary- author, illustrator,
title, character (who), setting (where)
5. Length of sentences
6. Extended decontextualized accounts,
explanations, and narratives
7. Retelling/summarizing
8. Fluency

Math Skills
1. Small number recognition without
counting
2. Counting
3. Number Recognition
4. More than, less than, equal to
5. Number-after knowledge
6. Number comparisons
7. Number-after equals one more
8. Addition
9. Subtraction
10. Patterns
11. Story problems
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Unit 4: Astronomy Overview
Overview of Part 1—The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 1
Book 2
Book 3
Book 4
A Pig is Big Here We
Me and My
Planets by
By Douglas Are: Notes
Place in
Beck Baines
Florian
for Living
Space by
on Planet
Joan
Earth by
Sweeney
Oliver
Jeffers

Overview of Part 2—Moon & Stars
Book 9
Book 10
Book 11
Kitten’s
Around the
City Moon
First Full
Moon 1,2,3
by Rachael
Moon by
by Tracey
Cole &
Kevin
Dils
Blanca
Henkes
Gomez

Overview of Part 3—Astronauts
Book 17
Book 18
I want to be an
Small World by
Astronaut by
Ishta Mercurio
Bryon Barton

Book 12
Moon: A
PeekThrough
Picture
Book by
Britta
Teckentrup

Book 19
Mae Among the
Stars by Roda
Ahmed

Book 5
On the
Launch Pad
by Michael
Dahl

Book 6
Sleepy Solar
System by
John Hutton

Book 7
The Sun is
Kind of a
Big Deal by
Nick Seluk

Book 8
Birthday on
Mars by
Sara
Schonfeld

Book 13
Moon’s
First
Friends by
Susanna
Leonard Hill

Book 14
Henry’s
Stars by
David Elliot

Book 15
Our Stars
by Anne
Rockwell

Book 16
How to
Catch a Star
by Oliver
Jeffers

Book 20
Rockets Says
Look Up! by
Nathan Bryon

Book 21
Astronaut
Training by
Aneta Cruz

Wordless Books for the Astronomy Unit
Wordless Books—Kindness
Delivery by Aaron Meshon
Field Trip to the Moon by John Hare
La La La by Kate DiCamillo Challenge
New Center Materials
Dramatic Play—Observatory
Telescopes and objects placed around the room that can be viewed through the
telescope
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Material List for Unit 4--Astronomy
Whole Group Reading
Books
A Pig is Big by Douglas Florian (hardcover)
Here We Are: Notes for Living on Planet Earth by Oliver Jeffers (hard cover)
Me and My Place in Space by Joan Sweeney
Planet Cut Outs by Beistle
Planets by Becky Baines
On the Launch Pad by Michael Dahl
Sleepy Solar System by John Hutton (hardcover)
The Sun is Kind of a Big Deal by Nick Seluk (hardcover)
Birthday on Mars! By Sara Schonfeld (hardcover)
Kitten’s First Fully Moon by Kevin Henkes (hardcover)
Around the Moon 1, 2, 3 by Tracey Dils
City Moon by Rachel Cole & Blanca Gomez (hardcover)
Moon by Britta Teckentrup (hardcover)
Moon’s First Friends: One Giant Leap for Friendship by Susanna Leonard Hill
Henry’s Stars by David Elliot (hardcover)
Our Stars by Anne Rockwell
How to Catch a Star by Oliver Jeffers (hardcover)
I Want to Be an Astronaut by Byron Barton
Small World by Ishta Mercurio
Mae Among the Stars by Roda Ahmed
Rockets Says Look Up! by Nathan Bryon
Astronaut Training by Aneta Cruz
Wordless Books
Delivery by Aaron Meshon (hard cover)
La La La by Kate DiCamillo-- Challenge
Field Trip to the Moon by John Hare

Cost
$17.70
$16.61
$9.33
$7.70
$4.99
$7.58
$14.88
$14.69
$5.24
$8.99
$4.94
$12.58
$15.29
$10.79
$16.99
$6.99
$14.39
$7.99
$13.79
$14.69
$13.99
$13.86

Total Circle Time Book Cost

$296.96

$15.60
$11.86
$15.50

Observatory Center
Science Nature Center – Adding Materials
Telescope (Geo Safari – Jr. My First telescope
Uncle Goose Moon Phase Blocks
Outer Space Felt Board Story Set
Space Shuttle Toy
Outer space figures
3-D planets
Astronaut Dress Up Costume
Items without specific cost—made items or common classroom items
Printed pictures of planets, stars, moon
Total Cost of Center
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$29.35
$21.00
$18.00
$34.99
$13.49
$8.49
$29.50

$154.82

TOTAL Costs for Astronomy Books & Center = $451.78

Astronomy Unit Center—Observatory

Purpose: Let children explore looking through a telescope and examining different space objects.
Play dress up as an astronaut and look through books about space.
Materials: Planets Poster & Astronomy Books; Dress Up Costume of an Astronaut, Child’s
telescope; pictures of planets, the moon, constellations placed around the room for children to view;
observation book to record what they see & materials to color and write in the books.
Suggest Adding these materials after Book 3, once children have had a little background exposure.
How it Works: Add books & poster to science nature center to get children interested in astronomy. Let them
know that we are setting up an observatory in our science center. An observatory is where you can go to look at
the stars and planets through telescopes and learn more about them. Astronomers are scientists who work at
observatories and study and teach about the stars. Talk about (maybe show pictures) of the observatory in your
city. Place pictures of planets, stars, constellations, and the moon around the room for children to view through
the telescope. When these new items are added to the Nature Center be sure to introduce the items and explain
how to use them.
Explain that a telescope is a tool that Astronomers (Scientists who study space—planets, stars, etc) use. They
can pretend to be astronomers by aiming the telescope at different objects in the “sky” and observing them
through the telescope and then writing down their observations in our Observation book.
Additional Books About Space to add to the Center:
Every Planet Has a Place by National Geographic Kids
So That’s How the Moon Changes Shape! By Allan Fowler
The Sun by Melanie Chrismer
Venus by Seedlings (has a book for every planet)
There’s No Place Like Space! By Tish Rabe
Astronomy for Kids: Planets, Stars & Constellations by Intergalactic Kids Book Edition
I Am Moon by Rebecca and James McDonald
Solar System by Jill McDonald
Our Solar System by Peter and Connie Roop
ABC Universe by American Museum of Natural History
How Many Stars in the Sky? By Lenny Holt
I am Neil Armstrong by Brad Meltzer
Mae Jemison by Mary Hhin
My First Book of Planets by Bruce Betts
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Rocket Says Look Up! By Nathan Bryon
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Unit 4: Astronomy
Outline of Each Day’s Circle Time
Whole Group Circle Time—Basic Outline
1. Gathering Together (2 min): ABC Song to call student to circle.
2. Language Time! (3 min) – Nursery Rhyme, Finger Play, Song, Poem
3. Learning New Things (10 min)
a. Topic discussion for week 1: Showing Kindness to our Friends & Community
b. Story & Discussion Using 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
c. Included periodically: Shared Writing Experience
4. Highlight Center Where You Can Learn More
Second Read of Circle Time Story – Basic Outline
1. Story & Discussion, 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
2. Follow Up Activity or Craft
The 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine – Read Two Times
1 Read – Focus on Listening to the Story—Whole Group Story Time
1. Before:
1. Introduce the topic
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement.
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
2. During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters,
setting, the problem, etc.
3. After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
(2 & 3 should go in the order that makes sense for the book discussion)
2nd Read – Discuss Together & Activity
1. Before:
st

1. Ask the children if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind
them.
2. Point out the title, author, & illustrator.
3. Tell them we are going to read the story again and discuss the story. So be ready to share your ideas!

2. During:
1. Read with excitement and fluency.
2. Ask questions about how characters feel or what they might be thinking.
Copyright © Dr. Amy Murdoch, 2019
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10
1. Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
2. Ask a few questions about story elements and discuss 2-3 interesting vocabulary words.
3. Complete follow up activity

Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 1: A Pig is BIG by Douglas Florian
Materials Needed: A Pig is Big book
*There are Two Follow Up Activities for Re-read: Size comparison & Rhyming
Language Time:
Twinkle Twinkle Litter
Star with movements
Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star
Twinkle fingers by opening
and closing them

How I wonder what you
are
Point to forehead with pointer
finger (thinking)

Up above the world so
high
Point up

Like a diamond in the
sky
Make a diamond with
fingers

Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star
Twinkle fingers by opening
and closing them

How I wonder what you
are
Point to forehead with pointer
finger (thinking)

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This book introduces children to the idea of size and the scale of
things including our HUGE universe. It is also a rhyming book. This is considered a
math book because it teaches mathematical vocabulary. However, it does not have
the usual math activities associated.
Key Vocabulary: Universe (everything! everything in space including us and all the
planets & stars), sow (female pig), gigantic (really big!), city (name the city where
they live), Earth (the planet where we live)
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Topic Intro.: Tell the children: for the next few weeks we are going to talk about
things that are in outer space…in the Universe. Things like stars and other
planets. These things are very big and far away.
2. Book Intro: Today we are going to read a book that helps us understand how big
the Universe is. It is really, really, big. It is gigantic!
3. Point out title and author. Note what author does.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. Point out sizes of things: Example—
“Oh yes, look the cow is clearly bigger than the pig.” Yes, a car is bigger
than both the pig and the cow. They can both fit inside the car!”
b. Point out that things keep getting bigger and bigger.
c. Draw children’s attention to some of the rhyming words
--Oh looking rhyming words! Squeeze and ease, both end with ease—they
rhyme!
--Truck and stuck and luck all end with uck—they rhyme!
3. Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly
definitions. Reinforce these words throughout the day.
Neighborhood & City: Point out names of our neighborhood and our city. Our
neighborhood is _______. Our city is
. Have children repeat the
names after you say them.
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Universe is the biggest thing that we know about—it includes all the stars,
planets, streets, cities, and all of us! It is gigantic!
Gigantic: really big
Sow: Female pig
Earth: The planet where we live.
After:
1. Ask for their opinion. Did you like this book? Put your thumbs up or down to
show yes I liked it (thumbs up) or no, I didn’t like it (thumbs down) AND be
ready to tell me! Call on a couple children and encourage them to tell you I
liked this book or I didn’t like this book.
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions.
a. What was bigger than everything else? The BIGGEST thing? The gigantic
thing! Reinforce that the Universe contains all the planets, stars, and all of us.
Let’s clap all the parts in the word Universe - U-ni-verse. The universe
contains all of us, all the planets, stars, everything!
b. Name something bigger than a Pig from the story? Use pictures from the
story to help them remember if needed.
c. Name something bigger than a car from the story? Use pictures from the
story to help them remember if needed.
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 1: A Pig is Big
1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Re-Read Activity for this Book
Materials: Book, variety of different sized objects & Rhyming Cards (see next page)
Note: Possibly do a re-read of this book in the alphabetic small groups to serve as the Phonological GameRhyming Books IF students are at this level. Could do both activities in the same session or split them up
depending on time and child engagement.
Before:
1. Ask if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
2. Point out title & author –ask if anyone can tell me what the author does. (writes the story)
3. Tell them this time we are going to read the book and then play a couple games with objects and the rhyming
words. Rhyming word are words that end the same way like bear and share---they both end with air. Listen
for the rhyming words in this book!
During: Ask a few question suggestions
1. Read with excitement and fluency.
2. Ask Questions: Have children provide rhymes with prompting if needed:
a. 1st page: A pig is big. A pig is fat. A pig is bigger than my____. (Point to hat if needed). Fat
and hat rhyme, they both end in at.
b. Truck page: “That’s stuck in all the mud—bad luck” Wow! That page had 3 rhyming words, truck,
stuck and bad _______. They all end in uck.
c. City page: “neighborhoods sit side by side and help to make a city _____.”side and wide rhyme, they
both end in ide. Does anyone remember the name of our city?
d. Math Story Problem:
3. Vocabulary: Discuss key vocabulary in the book. Have children repeat vocabulary words.
a. Cow page – A sow is a female (girl) pig. Point to picture of pig.
b. Last Page—What is the biggest thing of all? The Universe is the biggest thing of all! It contains all the
stars, planets, and all of us!
c. Last page – the Universe is gigantic! Gigantic means really big.
After: Two Follow Up Activities
1. Follow Up activity: Size Comparisons (MATH)
Materials: Objects of a variety of sizes. Use between 5-8 objects that are clearly different sizes.
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For this activity you are going to work with the children to order the objects from smallest to biggest (like in
the story). You want to reinforce vocabulary words around size—biggest, smallest, order, let’s compare the
two, etc.
a. Show the children the different objects (make sure they are clearly various sizes) that you have and tell
them we are going to order the objects from smallest to biggest.
b. Ask if they can identify the smallest object. Point to the smallest object. Which object is smallest?
c. Work together to compare different objects (compare sizes, measure, etc.) and place them in the correct
order from smallest to biggest.
d. After the order is finished reinforce words by asking them to identify and compare—which one is the
biggest? Smallest? Is the car bigger or smaller than the toy horse?
2. Follow Up activity: Rhyming Pairs
Materials: Rhyming cards cut out (see next page)
This Activity should be highly modeled/guided if children are not yet working on level 3 PA level work.
a. Show the children the rhyming cards and tell them these are pictures of some of the rhyming words in the
story. Divide the cards by rhyming pair into two groups—3 in each group (no pairs in a group). Name
each picture in both groups telling the children to repeat after you and explain what each picture is as
needed. Then, tell them we are going to match the words that rhyme. The words that sound the same at the
end.
b. Pull out one word (eg. Toe) and say the name of the word. Ask the children which of the 3 pictures in the
other pile rhyme with Toe (exaggerate the oh if needed): door, lair, snow?
c. As you make a match, have the children say each word and then isolate the rhyming part: Yes, Toe and
Snow rhyme, they both end in oh. Let’s all say the end part, oh. Good work!
d. Make each match.
e. Review each rhyming pair.
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 2: Here We Are: Notes for Living on Planet Earth by Oliver Jeffers
Materials Needed: Here We Are: Notes for Living on Planet Earth book
Language Time:
Twinkle Twinkle
Litter Star with
movements

Learning New Things

Key Vocabulary: Earth, globe, gigantic, sea, moon

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before
1. Topic Intro: Yesterday we talked about how the Universe is very big and how the
Twinkle fingers by opening
planets and stars are all in the Universe. Our planet is Earth and today we are
and closing them
going to talk about our planet, Earth. This book is about a Daddy telling his new
baby all about our planet—Earth.
How I wonder what
you are
2. Title & Author: Tell them the title and author
Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star

Point to forehead with
pointer finger (thinking)

3. Introduce the book: see above. Let’s see what this Daddy tells his baby about how
to live on planet Earth!

Up above the world so
During
high
1 Read with few interruptions.
Point up
Like a diamond in the
sky

2. Model Thinking Aloud: point out key things:
a. The introductory pages—Oh I bet that is the author and his baby.
Make a diamond with
Oh, there is the solar system in the Universe, all the planets and the Sun
fingers
and an arrow is pointing to Earth!
b. The page where it says, “We’re glad you found us, as space is very big.
Twinkle, Twinkle
Oh yes, I remember in our book yesterday, the universe is gigantic! The
Little Star
biggest thing there is!
Twinkle fingers by opening
and closing them

How I wonder what
you are
Point to forehead with
pointer finger (thinking)

c. The page where it says, “you may not be able to speak yet…
Remember, the author is talking to his new baby. Can babies speak when
they are born?
d. The page where it says, It looks big, Earth. But there are lots…so be kind.
Oh yes, it is so important to be kind! We need to be kind to everyone and
also to be kind to the Earth. How can we be kind to the Earth?
3. Highlight key vocabulary:
Universe it includes all the stars, planets, streets, cities, and all of us! It is
gigantic!
Gigantic: really big
Earth: The planet where we live.
Globe: model of Earth. Show classroom globe.
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Sea: Ocean. Big body of water where fish live
After—Ask a few questions
1. Ask for their opinion. Did you like this book?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions.
a. What did the Daddy tell his baby about living on Earth?
b. Earth has 2 parts: Land and sea (water). Who lives on
the land? Who lives in the sea?
c. What would you tell a new baby about living on Earth?
3. Review vocabulary
a. The planet we live on is called _______(Earth)
b. The Universe includes all the planets, stars, and everything! It is really big.
What is a word that means really big that starts with /ji/. (Gigantic). Clap
out the work gigantic by syllables-- gi-gan-tic
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 3: Me and My Place in Space by Joan Sweeney
Materials Needed: Me and My Place in Space, Planet Cut Outs
*Introduce the Observatory Center
Language Time:

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook

Twinkle Twinkle Litter Notes on Book: This book takes us on a rocket ride through the universe. The focus is
Star with movements on the planets in our solar system.
Key Vocabulary: Earth, globe, moon, Sun (our fiery star), solar system, universe, orbit
Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Twinkle fingers by opening
and closing them

How I wonder what you
are
Point to forehead with pointer
finger (thinking)

Up above the world so
high
Point up

Like a diamond in the
sky
Make a diamond with
fingers

Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star
Twinkle fingers by opening
and closing them

How I wonder what you
are
Point to forehead with pointer
finger (thinking)

Before:
1. Topic & Book Intro.: We are learning about things in the universe and in space!

In this book, we are going to take a rocket ship ride through our solar system.
2. Read the title and author.
3. Book Intro: What do you think the girl and dog will see on their rocket ride in space?

During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud:
a. First Page: Note that the girl is looking a globe—a model of our Earth. We
have a globe in our classroom. Look how happy the girl and dog are. I think
they are really excited to be learning about the Universe.
b. …Our whole solar system---eight different plants…Wow! There are 8
planets and Earth is just one of many planets orbiting around our sun.
Count the 8 planets.
c. The Earth page: Interesting! Earth is special. It is the only planet where
living things grow. What is the name of our planet? Yes! Earth is where we
all live.
3. Draw Attention to KEY points & vocabulary
a. All the planets travel around the sun.
b. Earth is our planet. It is the only one with life—humans, animals, plants.
d. Universe is everything up in space---it is HUGE
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—Did you like this story? What is your favorite planet?
Why do you like that planet the best?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions.
a. Who was this story about?
b. What is the name of our planet?
c. What do all the planets orbit (go around) (Sun)
3. Introduce the Observatory set up in the science nature center—see page 7.
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG &
Planets
Book 3: Me and My Place in Space
1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Re-Read Activity for this Book
Materials: Book & Planet Cut Out Cards
Before:
1. Ask if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
2. Point out title & author –ask if anyone can tell you what the author does.
3.Tell them this time we are going to read the book and then play a game with these planet posters. Listen for
the different planets in this book!
During: Ask a few question suggestions
1. Read with excitement.
2. Reinforce the planet names. Clap the syllables of each of the planet names.
3. Reinforce that Earth is our planet.
After:
1. Ask a few discussion Questions
a. Who was this story about? Who are the characters?
b. Where does this story take place? (in space)
c. What does the girl and her dog visit as they travel in their rocket ship?
2. Follow Up activity: The Solar System
Note: You will need a good amount of space for this activity so the children can orbit around the sun.
a. Introduce the activity: Show the children the planet cut outs. Our class is going to become the solar
system! Each person will get a turn so don’t worry (you can do the activity twice so everyone gets a
turn). We need one person for each planet and someone to be the sun. In the middle of the solar system
is the SUN and all the planets orbit (travel around) around the Sun.
b. Review Planet Names: Quickly go through the stack of planet cut outs and review their names.
c. Assign Parts and set them in the correct position: Starting with the Sun in the center of the space,
assign someone to be the sun. Have them hold the poster of the sun and stand in their spot. Next, assign
Mercury and place them closest to the sun, then Venus, Earth, Mars. Etc. Tell the children who are not
planets, they are the stars so they can twinkle their hands as stars. They should stand away from the
circle of planets.
d. Orbit Once everyone is in place, have the planets orbit around the sun—walk around the sun, keeping
their place in the order---Venus can’t be further away than Earth.
e. Repeat with a new group of 9 children so everyone gets a chance. ☺
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 3: Me and My Place in Space by Joan Sweeney
Shared Writing

Discuss and
Respond to Questions

Materials: Book, white board or chalkboard to create shared writing

Shared Writing Routine:
• Plan – talk to the children about what to write
• Write – write within view of the children and “think aloud” as you write your sentence,
highlighting the vocabulary and conventions you planned
• Read – Point to each word and read the sentence together.
Shared Writing Preparation Template: Discuss and Respond to Questions
Topic of Message (the question can be the first sentence in the writing): Question you will be
responding to: What is a solar system?
Vocabulary words to include:
Galaxy: a group of stars
Milky Way: Our galaxy
Sun: The star in the middle of our solar system
Earth: The planet where we live.
Specific letter(s) or conventions to highlight:
Capital letters, question mark, period and letter focused on in Alphabetics Group
Plan your sentences. This writing can use the question as the topic sentence.
Question: What is a solar system?
Possible Response: A solar system is a sun and the planets that move around it.
Expanded Possible Response: We have nine planets in our solar system. There are many
other solar systems in our galaxy.
STEPS IN THE PROCESS:
1. Discuss the book and vocabulary: We read a book called Me and My Place in Space. This book taught us a
lot about our solar system! We learned that there is a fiery star in the middle of our solar system that we call
the sun. We learned that there are nine planets in our solar system that travel around the sun. There is
Mercury, where days are burning hot and nights are icy cold. Venus is the brightest planet of them all. Our
beautiful earth is the only planet where living things grow. Mars is rusty, dusty and cold.
2. Write Topic Sentence: Today we are going to answer a question with our writing. I will write that question on
our writing board:
Plan: We will start our writing with this question and then we will write an answer to the question. Watch me
write the question:
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Write: What is a solar system? (Think aloud as you write, mentioning the capital letter, the question word
{what}, and the question mark.)
Read: Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking students to “read” with you. What is a
solar system?
3. Write Response sentence:
Plan: We will use words from this sentence to begin our first sentence. What are some important words from
our question to include in our answer? Yes! Solar System are important words to include. So we can start our
answer with “A solar system is…” So what is a solar system? Yes! It is a group of planets. And what do these
plants do? You are right, they all move around the sun. Let’s write that!
Write: A solar system is a sun and the planets that move around it.
Read: Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking students to “read” with you. A solar
system is a sun and the planets that move around it.
4. Expand the response sentence (if you choose):
Plan: Let’s think some more. We answered the question and when we wrote, “A solar system is a sun and the
planets that move around it.” Can we add more information about our solar system? Can we write about how
many planets we have in our solar system?
Write the sentence or sentences that you have chosen to include on the board, again drawing attention to the
capital letter and punctuation by thinking aloud. Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking
students to “read” with you. Possible expansions:
We have nine planets in our solar system.
~AND/OR~
There are many other solar systems in our galaxy.
Read the writing in its entirety, repeat with the children reading with you.
What is a solar system? A solar system is a sun and the planets that move around it. We have
nine planets in our solar system. There are many other solar systems in our galaxy.
5. Wrap Up: We answered the question “What is a solar system?” Do you think we understand this better now?
Did our writing help us to understand? Sometimes writing about something can help us understand what we
read.
Keep the writing posted and in view of students, returning to it and reading together again when possible.
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 4: Planets by Becky Baines
Materials Needed: Planets by Becky Baines
Language Time:
Twinkle Twinkle
Litter Star with
movements
Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star
Twinkle fingers by
opening and closing
them

How I wonder what
you are
Point to forehead with
pointer finger (thinking)

Up above the world
so high
Point up

Like a diamond in
the sky
Make a diamond with
fingers

Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star
Twinkle fingers by
opening and closing
them

How I wonder what
you are
Point to forehead with
pointer finger (thinking)

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This is a National Geographic Kids book (nonfiction) filled with
information about the planets.
Key Vocabulary: planet, Earth, planet names, solar system, sun, astronaut, nonfiction,
telescope
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?
2. Read the title and author
3. Topic Reminder & Book Intro: We are learning about things in the universe/in space!

This book is going to tell us more about the planets in our solar system. It is a
nonfiction book. That means it is not a story, but has real information. It has real
picture of the planets. It is going to tell us which planets are made of rocks, which
ones have rings around them….lets find out!
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. p. 4, Earth is where we live. We already learned that it is the only planet that has
life— humans, animals, plants.
b. p. 15, Goldilocks zone---Hey, we know the Goldilocks & the 3 Bears story.
Goldilocks was looking for the chair, porridge, and the bed that was “Just
Right”. Earth is just right for life.
3. Draw Attention to KEY content & vocabulary
a. All the planets travel around the sun; they orbit the sun!
b. (Earth is our planet). It is the only one with life—humans, animals, plants.
c. (Page 16)--Uranus rotates on its side! That is wacky!
d. (Page 24)—Point out the telescope and ask what a telescope is for.
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—what is their favorite planet. Why?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions.
a. What was this story about?
b. What is our planet?
c. What do all the planets orbit (go around)?
3. Highlight the observatory in the science/nature center.
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 5 : On the Launchpad by Michael Dahl
Materials Needed: On the Launchpad
Language Time:
Twinkle Twinkle
Litter Star with
movements
Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star
Twinkle fingers by
opening and closing
them

How I wonder
what you are
Point to forehead with
pointer finger
(thinking)

Up above the
world so high
Point up

Like a diamond in
the sky
Make a diamond
with fingers

Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star
Twinkle fingers by
opening and closing
them

How I wonder
what you are
Point to forehead with
pointer finger
(thinking)

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This book features colorful, bold pictures and simple text that counts
down from 12-1 while introducing vocabulary related to rockets.
Key Academic Vocabulary: tasks, engineers, fuel, dawn, engines
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the book & generate excitement. Look at this rocket. I see a face peeking
out. I wonder what is happening here. Why is this person inside the rocket?
2. Point out title & author–ask what the author does.
3. State what we think this story will be about— I think this book is going to be about
rocket. Maybe that rocket is getting ready to go out into space!
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Point out the key vocabulary words.
Tasks- Tasks are jobs. There are many tasks to complete before a rocket can be
launched.
Engineers- Engineers are a type of scientist. These engineers help the rocket to be
launched safely.
Fuel- Fuel is the liquid that gives the rocket the energy it needs to reach space.
Dawn- Dawn is the time of day in the early morning when the sun is first starting
to rise.
Engines- The engines give the rocket the big boost it needs to leave the launchpad
and go to space.
3. Point out key content:
a. At a number of points in the story pause to count the space related items named
on the page, pointing as you go.
b. At the end of the book turn the picture vertically so the rocket can be seen
going upward. Talk about the things that can be seen in the picture, like the
astronaut and the big fire coming from the engine.
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book? Thumbs up if you did?
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2. Ask a few basic understanding questions. Use book’s pictures to prompt answers if
needed.
a. What was this story about? (the things that happen before a rocket is launched)
b. What are some things that need to be done before the rocket can go into space?
(fuel is delivered to the rocket, the astronauts ride up the elevator, the engines
rumble, etc.)
c. Which job would you like to help with before a rocket launch? (I think I would
like to drive one of the big fuel trucks.)
d. Math Story Problem: In this book, lots of people work together to get a rocket
ready for blastoff. On the rocket there are 4 windows that gleam at dawn (hold
up four fingers) and 2 rocket engines that rumble and roar (hold up two
fingers). If there are 4 windows and 2 rocket engines, how many rockets parts
is that altogether. Let’s count to see if we can find out. (Wiggle fingers as you
count 4 fingers on one hand and two on the other.) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Six! There
are six rockets parts altogether. 4 windows plus 2 rocket engines equals six
rocket parts.
3. Work together to see if you can find the numeral hidden on each page. Did you
notice that this book has something hidden on each page? It is the number
mentioned on that page. Let’s look together. Somebody give me a number? Let’s go
to that page and see if we can find the hidden number. State the number they are
looking for and work together to find it on the page. The location of each hidden
number can be found listed on page 24 of the book. Do this for a couple numbers.
Then, put the book somewhere where children can choose it and look for the
numbers.
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 5 : On the Launchpad by Michael Dahl
1,2,3 Shared StoryRoutine
Re-Read Activity for this Book
Materials Needed: On the Launchpad, space manipulatives
(figures or cards), number cards

Space Manipulatives
Figures

Before:
1. Ask if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
2. Point out title & author –ask if anyone can tell you what the author does.
3. Tell them this time we are going to read and discuss the story so be ready to share your ideas!
During: Question suggestions
-

(Page 4) Remember a task is a job. What jobs do you see these workers doing?
(Page 10) Do rockets need a lot of fuel or just a little fuel?
(Page 13) Why are the astronauts riding the elevator? Where are they going?
(Page 20) Are the engines loud or quiet?

After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down? Why? Provide a sentence stem. I like this book
because_________
2. Discussion Questions
1. What was this story about?
2. What was being prepared in this story?
3. What happened to the rocket at the end of the story?
3. Do a variety of small group math activities across the next week or two. See math materials at the end of
the unit for math activity cards and manipulatives.

Space Manipulatives
Cards (in Small Group Math Instruction)

Space Manipulatives
Figures
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 6: Sleepy Solar System by John Hutton
Materials Needed: Sleepy Solar System
Language Time:
Twinkle Twinkle
Litter Star with
movements
Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star
Twinkle fingers by
opening and closing
them

How I wonder what
you are
Point to forehead with
pointer finger (thinking)

Up above the world
so high
Point up

Like a diamond in
the sky
Make a diamond with
fingers

Twinkle, Twinkle
Little Star
Twinkle fingers by
opening and closing
them

How I wonder what
you are
Point to forehead with
pointer finger (thinking)

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This is a sweet rhyming book about the planets in our solar system.
Key Vocabulary: Milky Way, Earth, Sun, names of the 8 planets,
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?
2. Read the title and author
3. Topic Reminder: Remind them that we are learning about the planets in our solar system.

Who can tell me the name of our planet? Who can tell me another planet in our solar
system? This book is a silly book about the planets getting ready for bed. Do planets really
get ready for bed? No, that is silly. It also has lots of rhyming words in it so let’s see if we
can listen for the rhyming words as we see the planets getting ready for bed.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. Does Venus wear a nightgown, no, This is silly.
b. Earth—oh look there is the moon. The moon orbits around Earth.
c. Last page—oh look, they are in the correct order with Mercury first and Earth, 3rd
from the sun.
3. Draw Attention to vocabulary and key content.
a. Point out some of the rhyming pairs.
b. Have children repeat the planets names and clap the names by syllable to help them
remember.
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—what is your favorite planet?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions.
a. What were the planets doing in this story?
b. Which planet is our planet?
3. Follow Up Activity: Make a Solar System Book: Book template is in the Astronomy
Unit Materials.
Print a book for each child. Explain that they can make their own book to take home.
They can color the pictures of the planets and objects in space and then trace the word.
Read through the book. Put activity in writing center for children to choose to do.
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 7: The Sun is Kind of a Big Deal by Nick Seluk
Materials Needed: The Sun is Kind of a Big Deal
Language
Time:
Twinkle
Twinkle Litter
Star with
movements
Twinkle,
Twinkle Little
Star
Twinkle fingers by
opening and closing
them

How I wonder
what you are
Point to forehead
with pointer finger
(thinking)

Up above the
world so high
Point up

Like a diamond
in the sky
Make a diamond
with fingers

Twinkle,
Twinkle Little
Star
Twinkle fingers by
opening and closing
them

How I wonder
what you are
Point to forehead
with pointer finger
(thinking)

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This is definitely a challenge book. It describes the Sun’s role in our solar
system. It has a main story and lots of side information that can be read as there is interest. You
can also skip some of the more technical pages if needed.
Key Vocabulary: gigantic, Earth, Sun, orbit, names of the 8 planets,
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?
2. Read the title and author
3. Topic Reminder & Book Into: Remind them that we are learning about things in space. We have

been learning about space. We talked about our planet Earth, rockets who go to outer space,
and the planets in our solar system. All of the planets go around one very special thing. What is
that very special BRIGTH thing? (our sun). This is a book all about the sun.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. Page 3. The sun is the biggest thing in the solar system. It is gigantic AND it is a star!
b. The sun does many important jobs for Earth. Without the sun there would be no life on
Earth.
3. Draw Attention to vocabulary and key content.
a. Key Vocabulary
Orbit: special path around the sun.
Sun: The sun is a star.
Planet Names:
b. The Earth goes around the sun in 1 year = 365 days. How many times have you been
around the sun? How old are you = that is the number of times you have been all the
way around the Sun traveling on planet Earth.
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—Did you like learning about our sun? What was something new
that you learned?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions.
a. What was this book about? (The Sun)
b. What are some of the important jobs that the Sun does for Earth? (gives us light, spins
and gives us night/day, keeps us warm, gives us seasons). Use the pictures to help
them remember if needed.
3. Read a few of the interesting facts on the last page—People used the sun to tell time, etc.
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 8: Birthday on Mars!
Materials Needed: Birthday on Mars, Picture of Curiosity (see materials section)
Language
Time:
Twinkle
Twinkle
Litter Star
with
movements

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This is a simple book about Curiosity the Mars Rover. NASA has been sending
rovers to Mars for many years taking pictures and collecting samples so that we can better
understand our nearest neighbor in the solar system. Curiosity was sent in 2013.
Key Vocabulary: curious/curiosity, Mars, Sun, explore, human, engineer

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Show the children the cover and tell them: This is a story about Curiosity the Mars Rover. A
rover is a robot. NASA engineers build Curiosity and sent it through space to the planet Mars
Twinkle fingers by
so we could learn more about Mars.
Twinkle,
Twinkle Little
Star
opening and
closing them

How I wonder
what you are
Point to forehead
with pointer
finger (thinking)

Up above the
world so high
Point up

Like a
diamond in the
sky
Make a diamond
with fingers

2. Read the title, author, & illustator. Ask what the author & illustrator does.
3. Book Intro: This book is about the planet Mars. Mars is sometimes called the red planet
because its surface looks red. Curiosity the Mars Rover is taking pictures of Mars and sending
them back to Earth so we can learn about Mars. Here is a picture of the real Curiosity. This book
is about Curiosity’s Birthday. How does a rover celebrate its birthday? Let’s find out!
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud
a. Page 1: Curiosity means you want to learn about something. If you are curious you want to
figure something out. I bet the NASA engineers named the rover Curiosity because they
wanted to learn about Mars!
b. Page 2: Oh look on Mars you can see the sun. That is our sun too. All the 8 planets in our
solar system share the same star, the sun!
c. Page 3: See the dust behind Curiosity. That must mean Curiosity is driving around Mars.

d. Page 6: I wonder how Curiosity will celebrate? Are there friends on Mars? Let’s find out.
Oh! Curiosity takes pictures and sends them to Earth. That is how we learn about Mars.
3. Draw Attention to key content & Vocabulary:
Twinkle fingers by
a. What color is the ground on Mars—Mars is called the red planet.
opening and
b. Humans are people. People have never been to Mars. Only rovers.
closing them
c. Point out the NASA control center picture—those are the scientists and engineers that make
sure Curiosity is working properly and study the pictures it sends back.
How I wonder
After:
what you are
Point to forehead 1. Ask for their opinion—Did you like this book?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions.
with pointer
finger (thinking)
a. Who was this story about?
b. Where did this story take place?
3. Read some of the facts about Mars on the last page.
Twinkle,
Twinkle Little
Star
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 8: Birthday on Mars!
1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Re-Read Activity for this Book
Materials Needed: Birthday on Mars and Planets books, Picture of Curiosity
(see materials section), craft materials—recycled objects and construction paper
Before:
1. Ask if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
2. Point out title & author –ask if anyone can tell you what the author does.
3. Tell them this time we are going to read the book and then make our own Mars Rovers!
During: Ask a few question suggestions
1. Reinforce what a rover is and what its purpose is—robot that sends information about Mars to Earth
2. Why is Mars called the red planet? (red soil)
3. Point out the NASA engineers in the control panel checking on Curiosity and making sure it is operating.
4. Why do you think the engineers named the robot Curiosity? (because they were curious about Mars—no
humans have ever been there). If you are curious, that means you want to know more. You have questions
and are interested!
After:
1. Discussion Questions
a. Who was this story about?
b. Where does this story take place?
c. Why do we have Curiosity on Mars?
2. Follow Up activity: Making your own Mars Rover
Materials: Recycled materials (small boxes, tops that could be wheels, egg cartons yogurt containers, etc),
construction paper, pipe cleaners, crayons, anything that would be a fun material to use to make a Rover!
a. Introduce the activity: Curiosity is a robot made by NASA engineers. An engineer is a person who
designs and makes things like machines, buildings, and robots like Curiosity. NASA is an organization
that studies space so the NASA (space) engineers made Curiosity. We are going to all be pretend
engineers and design a rover to explore another planet. You can think about what planet you would like
to explore, what you rover would look like and be able to do, and what you would like to name it!
b. Review Planet Names: Quickly go through the stack of planet pictures using the planet book and
review their names so they can choose the planet that their rover will discover.
c. Make a Rover: Let children construct a rover with the materials. Help them where needed and
encourage them to name (teacher can write the name on the robot) their rover and discuss the planet it
will visit.
1. What types of features does the rover have? Does it fly or driver or hover? What color is it? Can
it take pictures? Scoop soil?
2. How will NASA get the rover to the planet?
3. What it the rover’s name?
**Alternative activity: Simply have the children draw a picture of their rover on one of the planets.
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Astronomy, Part 1 - The Universe is BIG & Planets
Book 8: Birthday on Mars!
Written by Sara Schonfeld and Illustrated by Andrew Ross

Express Ideas

Shared Writing
Materials Needed: Birthday on Mars and a large chalk board or white board
Shared Writing Routine:
• Plan – talk to the children about what to write
• Write – write within view of the children and “think aloud” as you write your sentence,
highlighting the vocabulary and conventions you planned
• Read – Point to each word and read the sentence together.
Shared Writing Preparation Template: Express Ideas
Topic of Message (the sentence that states the main idea): There are many things that we are
curious about!
Vocabulary words to include:
Curiosity: You have curiosity when you really want to learn about something. Today they will
share their ideas regarding things that they are curious about.
Specific letter(s) or conventions to highlight:
Capital letters, question mark, period along with the letter(s) focused on within the Alphabetics
Group
Plan your sentences. You can follow this pattern:
Topic Sentence: There are many things that we are curious about!
Detail: We are curious about outer space.
Detail: We are curious about astronauts.
Concluding sentence It is fun to be curious!
STEPS IN THE PROCESS:
1.Discuss the book and vocabulary: In Birthday on Mars, a rover named Curiosity celebrated its
birthday on the planet Mars! Mars is our closest planet neighbor, and this little robot investigated the
planet for us. Curiosity means you want to learn about something. If you are curious you want to figure
something out. In the book, Birthday on Mars, the rover robot was named Curiosity. Why do you think
the rover was named Curiosity? (Allow children time to talk about this and confirm their understanding
of the concept of curiosity.) Discuss that curious children like to learn about things. I bet the NASA
engineers named the rover Curiosity because they wanted to learn about Mars! There are many things
that we are curious about. Let’s think about curiosity some more and write about things that we are
curious about!
2.Topic Sentence:
Plan: There is so much that we are curious about. (Give children an opportunity to share what they are
curious about.) Let’s start off our writing by telling our readers that we are curious! Let write a
sentence that tells that. I will start and you finish…There are many things … Yes, that makes sense –
There are many things that we are curious about.
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Write: Now let’s write!
There are many things that we are curious about.
I think that sentence is a good one to start with because it tells what we are going to write more about.
Write sentence in view of students and “think aloud” as you write. Point out capital letter to begin,
space between words, period or exclamation mark at the end.
Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking students to “read” with you.
There are many things that we are curious about.
3.Detail Sentences:
Plan: Gather input from students for the detail sentences. You can guide students to use the suggested
sentences or utilize their own original responses:
Now we have written our important sentence that tells what is coming next. We wrote, “There are
many things that we are curious about.” Now it is time to think about what we are curious about.
Can you raise your hand if you would like to tell us what you are curious about? Gather input from
students and choose one to expand into a sentence.
There are so many interesting things to think about! There are so many things to learn! EXAMPLE:
Tessa says that she is curious about outer space. Are you curious about outer space? I certainly am!
Let’s write that in a sentence. “We are curious about outer space.” Can you say, “We are curious
about outer space.” Good, let’s write that.
Write: Write the sentence on the board following the end of the topic sentence, again drawing
attention to the capital letter and punctuation by thinking aloud.
We are curious about outer space.
Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking students to “read” with you.
We are curious about outer space.
**Repeat with another 1-2 sentences discussing what the children are curious about and help
them to form this thought into a sentence. Example: What else are you curious about? Jose says
that he is curious about astronauts. Let’s say this in a sentence. “We are curious about astronauts.”
Good, let’s write that.
4.Concluding Sentence:
Plan: It is fun to write about curiosity! We could write and write and write because there is so much
that we are curious about! But we will end our writing now with what we call a “wrap up” sentence.
This tells our reader that we are done writing. Let’s finish this sentence…It is fun to be…
Write: Great, let’s write that sentence. It is fun to be curious.
Write final sentence on the board following the end of the detail sentence, again drawing attention to
the capital letter and punctuation by thinking aloud.
Read: Now let’s read our writing together. Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time
asking students to “read” with you.
There are many things that we are curious about! We are curious about outer space. We
are curious about astronauts. It is fun to be curious!
Keep the writing posted and in view of children, returning to it and reading together when possible.
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 9: Kitten’s First Full Moon by Kevin Henkes
Materials Needed: Kitten’s First Full Moon
Language Time:
One, Two, Tie My
Shoe
1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime
tying shoes

3, 4 Shut the door
Put 3 and then 4 fingers up
and swing hand inward to
“shut the door”

5, 6 Pick up sticks
Put finger up for 5, 6 and
then mime picking up sticks

7, 8 Lay them
straight
Put finger up for7, 8 and
then make lines with each
arm

9, 10 A big fat hen
Put finger up for 9, 10 and
then make circle with arms
as if holding a big hen

Let’s get up and
count again (repeat)

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This book is about a kitten seeing the full moon for the first time and
thinking it is a bowl of milk. She discovers that the moon is very far away.
Key Vocabulary: kitten (baby cat), Full moon, sprang, reflection
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?
2. Read the title and author: Ask what the author does.
3. Topic Reminder & Book Intro: This book is about a little kitten who sees the full moon

for the first time. She thinks it is a bowl of milk and that she can reach it. Is the moon
close enough that we can walk to it and touch it? No. Let’s see what happens when
this little kitten tries to get the moon.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Parts
a. When the moon is reflected in the pond. Do we have 2 moons? Oh, I see it is the
reflection of the moon on the water. Like we see ourselves (our reflection) in the
mirror.
b. As kitten gets ready to jump in the pond—Oh no, what is she going to do. I hope she
doesn’t jump in the pond to get the moon! That is the moon’s reflection, not the moon!
3. Reinforce key vocabulary:
Kitten: Baby cat
Full Moon: When the moon is a full circle. We can see all of the moon
Reflection: showing the object back, like in a mirror.
Sprang: to jump quickly
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions.
a. Who was this story about?
b. What did kitten think the moon was?
c. Did kitten ever get to touch the moon?
d. What happened at the end of the story, when kitten went home? What was waiting
for her?
3. Review key vocabulary
a. What do we call a baby cat? (kitten)
b. What did the kitten see in the pond? The moon’s (reflection)
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 9: Kitten’s First Full Moon
1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Re-Read Activity for this Book
Materials: Book, photo of Earth & Moon, & Craft Materials: One each per
child: whole page black construction paper, large (4-5 in diameter) white
circle, small (1-2 in diameter) white circle, 5-6 yellow stars, paint in blue,
green, and grey, 2 paintbrushes, Q-tip, glue stick

Before:

1. Ask if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
2. Point out title & author –ask if anyone can tell you what the author does.
3. Tell them this time we are going to read the book and then do a craft.
During: Ask a few question suggestions
1. Why does kitten think the moon is a bowl of milk?
2. Is she going to be able to reach the moon when she climbs the tree?
3. How does kitten feel when she falls in the water?
4. Who do you think left her a bowl of milk?
After:
1. Discussion Questions
a. Who was this story about?
b. When does this story take place? (nighttime)
c. Why can’t kitten reach the moon?
2. Do a guided retell with the children filling in key words with you:
Kitten looked up in the sky and saw a full MOON. She looked at the moon and thought that it was a bowl of
MILK. She wanted to drink the milk, so she did all sorts of things to try and get it. She jumped off her steps,
climbed the tree, and then she saw the reflection of the moon in the pond. When she saw the reflection of the
moon in the pond, she ran to it and took a big jump and fell into the POND. She did not get the moon. She was
sad and soaking WET. She walked home. At home, she found a nice bowl of MILK waiting for her.
3. Follow Up Art Activity: Earth & Moon Craft
a. Show the children a picture of the Earth and Moon (see Material Masters section). Briefly discuss the
Earth, moon, and stars. The moon circles around the Earth.
b. Explain the craft steps to the children.
1. Direct the children to look at the Earth. Ask them what colors they see. Show them the large white
circle and explain they will be painting this circle to look like the Earth. Show them the paintbrushes
and blue and green paint.
2. Direct the children to look at the moon. Talk about how the moon doesn’t look completely smooth. It
has craters. Show the children the small white circle. Explain they will be using a Q-tip and the grey
paint to make this circle look like the moon.
3. Show the children the stars. Tell them how many stars they may include in their picture. This will
depend on how many you have pre-cut. Help the children to count out the appropriate number of stars.
4. When the Earth and moon are dry, show children how to glue them and the stars onto the black
construction paper. Children may place the objects on the page wherever they’d like, but the moon
should be fairly close to the Earth.
***Be certain to use the key vocabulary as often as possible and encourage the children to use the words Earth,
moon, and stars frequently while they are working on the craft.
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 10: Around the Moon 1 2 3 by Michael Dahl
Materials Needed: Around the Moon 1 2 3 Book
Language Time:
One, Two, Tie My
Shoe
1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime
tying shoes

3, 4 Shut the door
Put 3 and then 4 fingers
up and swing hand
inward to “shut the
door”

5, 6 Pick up sticks
Put finger up for 5, 6
and then mime picking
up sticks

7, 8 Lay them
straight

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This non-fiction book features real photographs and simple text.
Key Academic Vocabulary: outer space, moon, astronauts, satellites, stars, telescope
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Introduce the book: Oh wow! I see some interesting things on this book cover. I
see a big gray circle (point to the moon) and this interesting thing (point to the
satellite). I wonder what these things are?
2. Point out title & author–ask what the author does.
3. State what we think this story will be about— Hmmm. This book is called Around the
Moon 1, 2, 3. I’m thinking that this big gray circle is the moon and maybe this
interesting thing is something that can be found near the moon in space?
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. At a number of points in the story pause to count the items, pointing as you go.

3. Point out the key vocabulary words.
Outer space- Anything beyond our Earth’s atmosphere (sky).
Put finger up for7, 8
Moon- The moon is the large, round rock that orbits around our Earth. We can
and then make lines with
each arm
see it in the sky at night and sometimes during the day.
Astronauts- The people who go out into space are called astronauts. They travel
9, 10 A big fat hen
on space ships.
Put finger up for 9, 10
SatellitesThe
big machines that travel around the Earth and send information
and then make circle
back to Earth.
with arms as if holding a
Stars- Big balls of gas that burn and appear to twinkle in the night sky.
big hen
Telescopes- Tools with special lenses that allow people to see far out into space to
Let’s get up and
explore what is out there.
count again
After:
(repeat)
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book? Thumbs up if you did?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions. Use book’s pictures to prompt answers if
needed.
a. What was this story about? (some of the things in outer space)
b. Can you name some of the things in outer space? (the moon, astronauts, rockets,
stars, planets, etc.)
c. Which page was most interesting to you? (I liked the page with the astronauts
because I think astronauts are so brave and smart.)
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d. Math Story Problem: In this book there are 3 astronauts working in space (hold up
3 fingers) and there are two rockets that shoot up into the sky (hold up 2 fingers). How
many more astronauts were there than rockets? When we ask ‘how many more,’ we
need to take away or subtract. So let’s take away to find out how many more astronauts
than rockets. We’ll start with 3 (hold up 3 fingers). I have 3 fingers for 3 astronauts.
Now let’s take away 2. (Lower your fingers as you count.) 1, 2. I took away 2 for the
rockets. How many is left? (Point to the one remaining finger) One! Yes. There were 3
astronauts and 2 rockets. 3 is one more than 2.
Work together to count the ten meteors on the last page.
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 10: Around the Moon 1 2 3 by Michael Dahl
1,2,3 Shared Story Routine
Re-Read Activity for this Book
Materials Needed: Around the Moon 1 2 3, small planet
figurines, number cards

Small Planet Figurines

Before:
1. Ask if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
2. Point out title & author –ask if anyone can tell you what the author does.
3. Tell them this time we are going to read and discuss the story so be ready to share your ideas!
During: Question suggestions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“The moon circles the earth” What does that mean? Does the moon ever travel far away from Earth?
“Three astronauts work in space” Where are the astronauts in this picture? What do astronauts do?
“Six satellites circle the earth” Are these satellites the same or different?
“Seven stars make the Big Dipper” When do we see stars? Where?
“Nine nebulas are spotted with telescopes” Have you ever looked through a telescope?

After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down? Why? Provide a sentence stem. I like this book
because_________
2. Discussion Questions
a. What was this story about? (Counting things that are in outer space.)
b. When you look at the night sky, what do you see? (stars, the moon, The Big Dipper, etc.)
3. Do a variety of small group math activities across the next week or two. See Astronomy Unit Materials for
math activity cards and manipulatives.
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 11: City Moon by Rachel Cole & Blanca Gomez
Materials Needed: City Moon by Rachel Cole & Blanca Gomez
Language Time:
One, Two, Tie My
Shoe
1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime
tying shoes

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on the Books: This book follows the journey of a mom and her little boy as they
walk around the city at night looking for the moon.
Key Vocabulary: city, crane (“crane our necks”), reflection, puddle, full moon
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?
2. Read the title and authors

3, 4 Shut the door

3. Intro the book: This book is about a boy and his mom who take a walk at night in their

Put 3 and then 4 fingers
up and swing hand
inward to “shut the
door”

city to look for the moon.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.

5, 6 Pick up sticks

2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Content

Put finger up for 5, 6
and then mime picking
up sticks

7, 8 Lay them
straight
Put finger up for7, 8
and then make lines with
each arm

a. Where is the moon hiding? Oh, I see the buildings are blocking the view of the
moon.
b. When the boy sees the moon in a puddle—Oh, that is the reflection of the moon on
the water. Just like in Kitten’s First Full Moon book. I hope he doesn’t jump in the
water! It is the reflection.

c. Last page: Why does he want to keep the window open? Yes, to see the moon and
stars. I think he is curious. He wants to learn more about them.
3. Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly definitions.
9, 10 A big fat hen
Reinforce these words throughout the day.
Put finger up for 9, 10
Full Moon: When the moon is a full circle. We can see all of the moon
and then make circle
with arms as if holding a
Crane: Stretch your neck so you can see.
big hen
Puddle: Little pool of water on the ground.
Reflection: showing the object back, like in a mirror.
Let’s get up and
After:
count again
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book? Do you like to look at the moon?
(repeat)
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions.
a. Who was this story about? (boy and his mom)
b. Why did the boy and mom take a walk at night? (so they could see the full moon)
c. When they couldn’t see the moon, where was it? (behind the buildings)
3. Review Vocabulary
a. Crane: Show me what it looks like if you were craned your neck to look at the moon
c. What does a full moon look like? (a circle)
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 12: Moon A Peek Through Picture Book by Britta Teckentrup
Materials Needed: Moon
Language Time:
One, Two, Tie
My Shoe

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on the Books: This book is a rhyming book that shows the phases of the moon.
Children enjoy watching as the moon changes.
Key Vocabulary: moon, phases of the moon, creature, desert, eerie, scampering

1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime
tying shoes

Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?

3, 4 Shut the door 2. Read the title and author
Put 3 and then 4
fingers up and swing
hand inward to “shut
the door”

5, 6 Pick up
sticks
Put finger up for 5, 6
and then mime picking
up sticks

7, 8 Lay them
straight
Put finger up for7, 8
and then make lines
with each arm

9, 10 A big fat
hen
Put finger up for 9, 10
and then make circle
with arms as if holding
a big hen

Let’s get up and
count again
(repeat)

3. Into. the book:
This book is about the moon and animals preparing for the nighttime. In the night sky
across the month the moon looks different to us. The moon is always a round ball, but from
Earth it sometimes looks like just a half moon or just a sliver of a moon. We call this the
phases of the moon. IN this book the moon changes across each page---be on the lookout
for how the moon is changing in this book.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Parts
a. Point out the different phases of the moon: crescent moon, half moon, full moon,
b. Point out the different habitats of the animals that we have talked about—desert,
forest, farm
c. Draw attention to some rhyming words. Bare/air rhyme! They both end in air.
3. Reinforce Vocabulary with a child friendly definition as it comes up in the story.
Creature - animal
Desert – dry, sandy, and hot land.
Eerie – spooky/scary
Jungle – lots of tress and green bushes
Scampering - running
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book? What is your favorite animal? Did you
learn about any new animals?
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2. Ask a few basic understanding questions.
a. What was this story about? (phases of the moon, animals getting ready for night)
b. When did this story take place (night time)
c. What happened to the moon across the book?
3. Review Vocabulary:
The creatures (animals) in this book lived in lots of different places. Let’s see if you can
remember who lives where. Put your thumbs up if what is say is right and thumbs down
for wrong.
a. The parrot lives in the jungle (thumbs up)
b. The scorpion lives in the desert (thumbs up)—desserts are hot and sandy, just how
the scorpion likes it!
c. The dear lives in the ocean (thumbs down) -- no, no, no! The dear lives in the
______(forest)
d. The tree frog lives in the dessert (thumbs down) -- no, no, no! The tree frog lives in
the______(desert)
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 13: Moon’s First Friends-One Giant Leap for Friendship by
Susanna Leonard Hill
Materials Needed: Moon’s First Friends
Language
Time:
One, Two, Tie
My Shoe
1, 2 Tie my
shoe
Put finger up for
each number and
then mime tying
shoes

3, 4 Shut the
door
Put 3 and then 4
fingers up and
swing hand inward
to “shut the door”

5, 6 Pick up
sticks
Put finger up for
5, 6 and then mime
picking up sticks

7, 8 Lay them
straight
Put finger up for7,
8 and then make
lines with each arm

9, 10 A big fat
hen
Put finger up for
9, 10 and then
make circle with
arms as if holding
a big hen

Let’s get up
and count
again (repeat)

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on the Books: This is a challenge book. This book is about the Apollo 11 Moon
Landing and the centuries leading up to it where the moon was watching Earth hoping for
visitors. This book has great information after the story to point out as there is interest.
Key Vocabulary: glorious, orbit, eclipse, tremendous, emerged, astronauts
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?
2. Read the title and author and illustrator. Ask what each does
3. Intro. the book: This is a very special book that talks about the first time astronauts landed
on the moon.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Parts
a. The moon has been around since the beginning of Earth—wow! The moon was around
before there were people or animals.
b. On the page showing the phases of the moon (showing off for the people of Earth)--Point
out that is showing the different phases of the moon: crescent moon, half moon, full
moon. The full moon is the full circle.
c. It took a long time for people to figure out how to get to the moon. Can’t get there in a
plane or air balloon. Need a rocket!
3. Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly definitions.
Reinforce these words throughout the day.
Glorious – wonderful!
Orbit – path around (in this case moon’s path around the Earth)
Eclipse – When the moon is between the Earth and the Sun, blocking the sun’s light.
Tremendous - amazing
emerged – come out
astronauts – people who explore space
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book? Did you learn something new? What?
2. Read one or two of the interesting facts on the Mission Moon page.
3. Ask a few questions.
a. What was this story about?
b. How did people get to the moon?
c. What do we call the people whose job it is to go up in space? Those who traveled to the
moon?(Astronauts)
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 14: Henry’s Stars by David Elliot

Language Time:
One, Two, Tie
My Shoe
1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime
tying shoes

3, 4 Shut the door
Put 3 and then 4
fingers up and swing
hand inward to “shut
the door”

5, 6 Pick up
sticks
Put finger up for 5, 6
and then mime picking
up sticks

7, 8 Lay them
straight
Put finger up for7, 8
and then make lines
with each arm

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This book describes a pig and his farm animal friends discovering
constellations in the night sky.
Key Vocabulary: constellation, imagination, clever, sauntering, triumphantly, forlorn
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what animal they see on the cover and what he is doing? Look on the cover of this
book. What animal do you see? What is the pig doing?
2. Read the title and author
3. Book Intro: This book is about Henry (point to the pig on cover) and his discovery that the

stars in the night sky can be made into pictures! Did you know that the stars can be made into
pictures? When you use your imagination, you can see pictures made out of stars. Star
pictures are called Constellations. Clap the syllables in the word constellation.
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Parts—Focus on the constellations
a. Second page (referring back to 1st page): Look, those stars (1st page) make a picture of a
pig! (2nd page). Henry used his imagination to see a pig in this clump of stars!
b. Sheep page: Oh! The sheep didn’t see a pig like Henry, they saw a _____
c. Chickens page: Oh dear, the chickens see chickens in the sky! Everyone has their own way
of using their imagination to make pictures out of the stars!

9, 10 A big fat
hen

3. Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly definitions.
Reinforce these words throughout the day.
Put finger up for 9, 10
Constellation - star picture
and then make circle
Imagination – your creative thinking (point to brain)
with arms as if holding
Clever – smart
a big hen
Sauntering – walking slowly
Let’s get up and
Triumphantly – success!
count again
Forlorn - sad
(repeat)
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book? What is your favorite constellation?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions & reinforce vocabulary.
a. What was this story about?
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b. What were some of the constellations (start pictures) that we saw in this book (star
pictures)
c. Did all the animals see the same constellations? What did they see? They used their
imaginations and saw themselves in the constellations!
3. Review some of the vocabulary words. Focus on Clever.
In this book the animals on the farm were very clever, very smart. They used their
imagination to make pictures out of the stars, constellations. Clever is a fancy word for
smart. Let’s play a game where if I tell you about something that is clever (smart) then you
put your thumbs up and say “clever”.
1. The boy made a beautiful picture of the night sky. Clever!
2. The girl fixed her brothers bike. Clever!
3. The girl sneezed when she smelled a flower.
4. The daddy made a very fancy dinner for his family. Clever!
5. The dog figured out where the treats were hidden and ate one. Clever!
6. The dog barked.
Now you tell me something that is clever! (smart)
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 15: Our Stars by Anne Rockwell
Materials Needed: Our Stars

Language Time:
One, Two, Tie
My Shoe
1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime
tying shoes

3, 4 Shut the door
Put 3 and then 4
fingers up and swing
hand inward to “shut
the door”

5, 6 Pick up
sticks
Put finger up for 5, 6
and then mime picking
up sticks

7, 8 Lay them
straight

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on Book: This book describes many things in space. Our focus is on the constellations.
Key Vocabulary: constellation, sun, orbit, solar system, Earth, observatory
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?
2. Read the title and author
3. Book Intro: This book is about many of the things in the Universe, in space, that we have

been talking about. Did you know that the stars can be made into pictures? Star pictures are
called Constellations. Clap the syllables in the word constellation. Let’s learn about star
pictures, constellation!
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Parts—Focus on the constellations
a. Look, those stars make a picture of a lion. You really have to use your imagination to see
the lion!
b. Our sun is the star closest to us.
c. Some things in the sky are stars (twinkle) some are planets.

Put finger up for7, 8
and then make lines
with each arm

3. Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly definitions.
Reinforce these words throughout the day.
Constellation - star picture
9, 10 A big fat
Sun - our star
hen
orbit - path a planet takes around the sun
Put finger up for 9, 10
solar system – the sun and planets
and then make circle
observatory – a place where we study space.
with arms as if holding
a big hen

Let’s get up and
count again
(repeat)

After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book? What is your favorite constellation?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions & reinforce vocabulary.
a. What was this story about?
b. What were some of the constellations that we saw in this book (star pictures) of.
c. What is the name of our star? (The Sun)
d. What do we call the sun and all of the planets (solar system)
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 15: Our Stars by Anne Rockwell
1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Re-Read Activity for this Book
Materials: Book, Constellation Cards, My Constellation Book,
Stars, Pencils/crayons (see materials)
Before:
1. Ask if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind them.
2. Point out title & author –ask if anyone can tell you what the author does.
3. Tell them this time we are going to read the book and then make our own books.
During: Ask a few question suggestions
1. What are star pictures called?
2. What are some of the constellations in the book?
3. What is our star?
After:
1. Discussion Questions
a. What was this story about? (stars)
b. Why do you think the author wrote this book? (teach us about stars)
c. What are star pictures called? Clap the word constellation.
2. Show children the constellation cards. Discuss the star card and then the star with the picture. Tell them
people would look up at the night sky and use their imaginations to make pictures out of the stars. It was a
fun thing to do! Ask them if they were to make up a star picture, constellation, what would it be?
3. Follow Up activity: Make a Constellation Book (see Material Masters section for book template)
Tell the children they are going to get to make a constellation book to take home. They get to put star
stickers on each circle and then connect the stars by tracing the line to connect the dots. Then, on the last
page they can make up their own constellation with stars and connect the stars with lines. Be sure to name
your new constellation!
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 15: Our Stars by Anne Rockwell
Shared Writing
Materials: Book, white board or chalkboard to create
shared writing

Discuss and
Respond to Questions

Shared Writing Routine:
• Plan – talk to the children about what to write
• Write – write within view of the children and “think aloud” as you write your sentence,
highlighting the vocabulary and conventions you planned
• Read – Point to each word and read the sentence together.
Shared Writing Preparation Template: Discuss and Respond to Questions
Response to the Question – How are stars and planets different?
Topic of Message (the question can be the first sentence or question words can be used to create
a topic sentence): Possible first sentence: Stars and planets are different.
Vocabulary words to include and discuss:
Sun - our star (made of fiery gas)
Planets a very large object (but much, much smaller than a star), round like a ball, they make up
our solar system, orbit around the sun, earth is our planet
Orbit - path a planet takes around the sun
Solar System – the sun and planets
Specific letter(s) or conventions to highlight:
Capital letters, question mark, period, current letter focus from the Alphabetics group
Plan your sentences. This writing can use the question as the topic sentence.
Question: How are stars and planets different?
Possible Response: Stars are fiery, planets are not fiery.
Expanded Possible Response: Planets are much smaller than stars.
STEPS IN THE PROCESS:
1. Discuss the book and vocabulary: We read a book called Our Stars. We learned about stars –
these are fiery objects that are far, far away. They look small because they are so far away but they
are bigger than we could ever imagine! There is a fiery star in the middle of our solar system that
we call the sun. Planets orbit around stars. Planets are also very large, but they are much, much
smaller than a star. Planets are round like a ball and they make up our solar system. Planets orbit
around the sun. The Earth is our planet!
2. Write Topic Sentence: Today we are going to answer a question with our writing. I will write that
question on our writing board: How are stars and planets different?
Plan: We will start our writing by using some of the question words to make our first sentence. Let’s
look at this question. What are some important words in the question? (Try to lead students to see
that stars and planet are different and that they can use these to make a sentence: Stars and planets
are different.)
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Write: Stars and planets are different. (Think aloud as you write, mentioning the capital
letter, the question word {what}, and the question mark.)
Read: Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking students to “read” with you.
Stars and planets are different.
3. Write first response sentence:
Plan: Let’s plan our next sentence. Let’s talk about stars…How are stars different than planets?
Yes! Stars are fiery! I will start that sentence: Stars are fiery…and now you say what should
come next. We are comparing so we talked about stars, now let’s talk about planets. Yes! Planets
are not fiery! Let’s write that.
Write: Stars are fiery, planets are not fiery.
Read: Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking students to “read” with you.
Stars are fiery, planets are not fiery.
4. Write second response sentence:
Plan: Let’s think some more. This time let’s think about planets. We know that planets are very big
objects that orbit around the sun. But are planets as big as the sun? You are right, the sun is even
bigger than the planets that orbit it. Let’s write about that. I will start, Planets are smaller… Yes!
Planets are smaller than the sun.
Write the sentence or sentences that you have chosen to include on the board, again drawing
attention to the capital letter and punctuation by thinking aloud.
Planets are smaller than the sun
Read the writing in its entirety, repeat with the children reading with you.
Stars and planets are different. Stars are fiery, planets are not fiery. Planets are
smaller than the sun.
5. Wrap Up: We answered the question “How are stars and planets different?” Do you think we
understand this better now? Did our writing help us to understand? Sometimes writing about
something can help us understand what we read.
Keep the writing posted and in view of students, returning to it and reading together again when
possible.
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Astronomy Part 2 - The Moon & Stars
Book 16: How to Catch a Star by Oliver Jeffers
Materials Needed: Book
Language Time:
One, Two, Tie My
Shoe
1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime tying
shoes

3, 4 Shut the door
Put 3 and then 4 fingers up
and swing hand inward to
“shut the door”

5, 6 Pick up sticks
Put finger up for 5, 6 and
then mime picking up sticks

7, 8 Lay them straight
Put finger up for7, 8 and
then make lines with each
arm

9, 10 A big fat hen
Put finger up for 9, 10 and
then make circle with arms
as if holding a big hen

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on the Books: This is a book about a boy who wants to catch a star. It
reinforces the idea that stars are very far away. It has a lot of similarities to Kitten’s
First Full Moon.
Key Vocabulary: stars, reflection, starfish (live in the water)
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?
2. Read the title and author
3. Book Intro: This book is about a boy who really really wants to catch a star. He tries

hard to catch a star. Do you remember in Kitten’s First Full Moon how kitten wanted
to catch the moon? In this book, a boy wants to catch a star. Let’s see if he can!
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Parts
a. Stars can be seen best at night when the sun’s light is gone.
b. Stars are way too far away to catch!
c. Point out that the star in the water is the reflection of the start in the sky…just
like Kitten’s First Full Moon!
d. At the end, point out that the star he finds on the beach is a starfish! That is an
animal found in the ocean, not a star from the sky!

Let’s get up and count
After:
again (repeat)
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions.
a. Who was this story about?
b. What did the boy really want to do? Was he successful/Did he do it?
c. How did he try and catch the star?
d. What kinds of star did he “catch” at the end of the book? Is that a star in the
sky? (starfish)
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Astronomy Part 3 - Astronauts
Book 17: I Want to Be an Astronaut by Byron Barton
Materials Needed: I Want to Be an Astronaut
Language Time:
One, Two, Tie My
Shoe
1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime
tying shoes

3, 4 Shut the door
Put 3 and then 4 fingers
up and swing hand
inward to “shut the
door”

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on the Books: This is a very simple book explaining what astronauts do.
Key Vocabulary: astronaut, crew, space shuttle, gravity, satellite, orbit
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?
2. Read the title and author What does an author do?
3. Intro the book: This book tells us all the things an astronaut does.

During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Content

a. I want to be up there- I see a big, round thing that is blue and green. I think that
might be our Earth. What do you think?
Put finger up for 5, 6
b.
ready
to eat meals— I’m not sure I would like this food very much. I love to cook
and then mime picking
fresh meals and astronauts can only eat meals that were already made on Earth
up sticks
before they started their journey to outer space.
7, 8 Lay them
c. walk around in space: That would be amazing but it might also be a little bit scary.
straight
3. Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly definitions.
Put finger up for7, 8
Reinforce these words throughout the day.
and then make lines with
Astronauts- The people who go out into space. They travel on space ships.
each arm
Crew - team
Space Shuttle – Rocket ship that the astronauts travel in.
9, 10 A big fat hen
Satellites- The big machines that travel around the Earth and send information
Put finger up for 9, 10
and then make circle
back to Earth.
with arms as if holding a
Orbit: special path around an object (in this case around Earth).
big hen
Gravity: The special force on Earth that keeps us on the ground. In space there is 0
gravity and so you fly off the ground!
Let’s get up and
After:
count again
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book? Do you want to go to outer space?
(repeat)
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions
a. Why do you think the author wrote this book? (teach us about astronauts)
b. Where did this story take place? (outer space)
3. Review Vocabulary
a. What is the rocket ship called that the astronauts fly in? (space shuttle)
b. What are some of the things an astronaut does? (use pictures to help if needed)
5, 6 Pick up sticks
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Astronomy Part 3 - Astronauts
Book 17: I Want to Be an Astronaut by Byron Barton
Shared Writing

Express Ideas

Materials Needed: Book and large white board or chalk
board, visible to all
Shared Writing Routine:
• Plan – talk to the children about what to write
• Write – write within view of the children and “think aloud” as you write your sentence,
highlighting the vocabulary and conventions you planned
• Read – Point to each word and read the sentence together.
Shared Writing Preparation Template: Express Ideas
In this shared writing experience, children will share feelings and opinions about the life of an astronaut.
You will ask for their opinion and those children who hold the opinion that the life of an astronaut would
be good will give their reasons for this opinion.
Topic of Message (the sentence that states an opinion): It would be great to be an astronaut.
Vocabulary words to include:
Astronauts- The people who go out into space. They travel on space ships.
Crew - team
Space Shuttle – Rocket ship that the astronauts travel in.
Satellites- The big machines that travel around the Earth and send information back to Earth.
Orbit: special path around an object (in this case around Earth).
Gravity: The special force on Earth that keeps us on the ground. In space there is 0 gravity and so
you fly off the ground!
Specific letter(s) or conventions to highlight:
Capital letters, question mark, period
Plan your sentences. You can follow this pattern:
Topic Sentence (Opinion Statement): It would be great to be an astronaut.
Detail (Reason #1): It would be fun to travel on a space ship.
Detail (Reason #2): I would like to travel in space with a crew.
Detail (Reason #3): No gravity would be cool.
Concluding sentence Astronauts are lucky!
STEPS IN THE PROCESS:
1. Discuss the book and vocabulary: In the book, I Want to be an Astronaut, we learned about lots of
things that an astronaut does. Today we will write about our opinion. This means that we will write
about how we feel about something. Here are some examples of opinions:
• The prettiest color is orange.
• Dogs are better than cats.
• Bananas taste better than apples.
Your opinion might be different than someone else’s opinion. We can feel differently about things and
that is okay! For example, I like play basketball, I think that it is fun. But some of my friends do not think
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that it is fun to play basketball. It is okay to feel differently about things. (Allow children time to talk
about opinions, maybe stating some.) Today we are going to write a paragraph about an opinion. You
might think that it would be great to be an astronaut. Some of your friends might have a different
opinion. If you do think that it would be great to be an astronaut, then you will help me to write some
reasons. The reasons will tell our readers why it would be good to be an astronaut.
2.Topic Sentence:
Plan: The first thing that we need to write today is our opinion about being an astronaut. We do this
making a statement, by writing a sentence. Here is the statement that will begin our writing:
It would be great to be an astronaut.
(Because the concept of “opinion” is difficult for children, it is best to provide this statement for the
children. The children will have an opportunity to add to the detail sentences.)
Write: Now let’s write!
It would be great to be an astronaut.
Write sentence in view of children and “think aloud” as you write. Point out capital letter to begin, space
between words, period or exclamation mark at the end.
Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking children to “read” with you.
It would be great to be an astronaut.
3.Detail Sentences:
Plan: Gather input from children for the detail sentences. You can guide children to use the suggested
sentences, provide a sentence starter or utilize their own original responses:
Now that we have written our opinion, we need to add reasons. Reasons help show why we have our
opinion. Our reasons will state why we think that it would be great to be an astronaut. Our book, I Want
to Be an Astronaut can give us ideas for this.
Do you think that it would be fun to travel on a space ship? If you say “yes” then that is one reason why
it would be great to be an astronaut. Should we write that reason? Help me to finish this sentence: It
would be fun… that’s right! It would be fun to travel on a space ship. Let’s write that.
Write: Write the sentence on the board following the end of the topic sentence, again drawing attention
to the capital letter and punctuation by thinking aloud.
It would be fun to travel on a space ship.
Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking children to “read” with you.
It would be fun to travel on a space ship.
**Repeat with another 1-2 sentences discussing other reasons why it would be great to be an
astronaut. Example: What are some other reasons that you think that it would be great to be an
astronaut? Remember that the crew are friends that would help to fly the space ship. Would you like to
travel with a crew? Would traveling with the crew be a reason why being an astronaut would be great?
Help me finish this sentence…”I would like to travel…” Yes, “I would like to travel with a crew” is
another good reason.
Following are possible detail sentences (You can provide starters for these as shown above, you can
guide children more deliberately or you can accept children’s original reasons.):
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•
•
•

It would be fun to travel on a space ship.
I would like to travel in space with a crew.
No gravity would be cool.

4.Concluding Sentence (Optional):
Once you have written the opinion statement followed by two or three reason statements, it is fine to
stop. If you choose, a concluding (or “wrap up”) sentence can be added.
Plan: We have stated an opinion, “It would be great to be an astronaut” and we have written reasons for
our opinion. Now we can “wrap up” our writing be stating our opinion once more. Can you help me
finish this opinions sentence, “Astronauts are….” Allow student to finish with suggestions that are
opinionated (i.e. fun, good, lucky, great people).
Write: Once decided, add the concluding sentence.
Astronauts are lucky.
Write final sentence on the board following the end of the detail sentence, again drawing attention to the
capital letter and punctuation by thinking aloud.
Read: Now let’s read our writing together. Read aloud pointing to each word. Read a second time asking
children to “read” with you.
It would be great to be an astronaut. It would be fun to travel on a space ship. I would
like to travel in space with a crew. No gravity would be cool. Astronauts are lucky.
Keep the writing posted and in view of children, returning to it and reading together when possible.
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Astronomy Part 3 - Astronauts
Book 18: Small World by Ishta Mercurio
Materials Needed: Small World
Language Time:
One, Two, Tie My
Shoe
1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime
tying shoes

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on the Books: This is a book with poetic language telling the story of a girl who
grows up to be an astronaut.
Key Vocabulary: astronaut, fractals in the snow, space shuttle, constellations, foreign
soil
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?

3, 4 Shut the door
Put 3 and then 4 fingers
up and swing hand
inward to “shut the
door”

2. Read the title and author What does an author do?
3. Intro the book: This book is a story of a girl who grows up to have a very special job.

Let’s see if you can guess what she grows up to be!

5, 6 Pick up sticks

During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.

Put finger up for 5, 6
and then mime picking
up sticks

2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Content

7, 8 Lay them
straight
Put finger up for7, 8
and then make lines with
each arm

9, 10 A big fat hen
Put finger up for 9, 10
and then make circle
with arms as if holding a
big hen

Let’s get up and
count again
(repeat)

a. (It became a sway of branches):—Oh, look it is the moon. Looks like a half moon.
b. (scaffolds of steel) – Who know what these are (point to constellations)? Yes,
constellations!
c. (Nanda got bigger and bigger and bigger, but as she grew the world grew too) Oh, I
see HER world got bigger as she met more people, went to school, had adventures—
she learned about new places. When she was a baby she just stayed with her mama.
d. (It soared through a symphony of glass and stone): Oh look, here she is in college. I
wonder what she is studying to be? Maybe a teacher? An engineer? After the next
page, Oh I bet she is studying engineering. She made a human-powered helicopter!
e. (Last page) Oh wow! Nanda became an _________! (astronaut) Where is she
standing? (on the moon, looking at Earth)
3. Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly definitions.
Reinforce these words throughout the day.
Fractals in the snow – snowflakes
Space Shuttle – Point it out on the page—That is a rocket ship that the astronauts
travel in. The space shuttle.
Foreign Soil- Ground (soil) that is not the ground we know (foreign). Far away
ground! I wonder where Nanda is?
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book?
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2. Ask a few basic understanding questions
a. Who was this story about? (Nanda)
b. What did Nanda become when she grew up? (astronaut)
c. What do you want to be when you grow up?
3. Follow Up Craft: Make a picture of what you want to be when you grow up.
Give children a variety of writing and coloring materials and ask them to draw a
picture of what they want to be when they grow up. Help them write a sentence
explaining their picture:
When I grow up I want to be a ____________.
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Astronomy Part 3 - Astronauts
Book
Book19:
19:Rocket
Mae Among
Says Look
the Stars
Up! by
by Nathan
Roda Ahmed
Bryon
Materials Needed: Mae
Rocket
Among
Says Look
the Stars
Up!
Language Time:
One, Two, Tie My
Shoe
1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime
tying shoes

3, 4 Shut the door
Put 3 and then 4 fingers
up and swing hand
inward to “shut the
door”

5, 6 Pick up sticks
Put finger up for 5, 6
and then mime picking
up sticks

7, 8 Lay them
straight
Put finger up for7, 8
and then make lines with
each arm

9, 10 A big fat hen
Put finger up for 9, 10
and then make circle
with arms as if holding a
big hen

Let’s get up and
count again
(repeat)

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on the Books: This is a book about the first African American woman in space—
Mae Jemison.
Key Vocabulary: astronaut, telescope, disappointed, profession
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?
2. Read the title, author, & illustrator What does an author do? What does an illustrator do?
3. Intro the book: This book is a story of a real person name Mae Jemison. She was the

first African American woman in space!
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Content
a. (That’s an amazing plan):—Oh, look it is the moon. Looks like a crescent moon.
b. (But space is so, so far away) – What is that (point to telescope)? Yes, a telescope!
What do we use a telescope for? (see things in space)
c. (All the kids started laughing) Oh my! Why would they start laughing. That is not
kind! How do you think Mae felt?
d. (Her mom took her hand): Let’s all repeat that with Mae. If I can dream it, if I can
believe in it, and if I work hard for it, anything is possible!
e. (Last page) Oh wow! Mae became an _________! (astronaut)
3. Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly definitions.
Profession – job when you grow up
Disappointed – sad
Astronaut – someone who studies space and goes to space
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions
a. Who was this story about? (Mae)
b. What did Nanda become when she grew up? (astronaut)
c. Was Mae a real person or just pretend? (real person – 1st African America woman
in space)
3. Read the very last page. It includes information about Dr. Mae Jemison—amazing
person!
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Astronomy Part 3 - Astronauts
Book 20: Rocket Says Look Up! by Nathan Bryon
Materials Needed: Rocket Says Look Up!
Language Time:
One, Two, Tie My
Shoe
1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime
tying shoes

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on the Books: This is the story of a little girl who loves space. Her enthusiasm
convinces her neighbors and family to come together to experience a memorable eventthe Phoenix Meteor Shower.
Key Vocabulary: astronaut, telescope, meteor shower, speechless
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:
1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?
2. Read the title, author, & illustrator What does an author do? What does an illustrator do?

3, 4 Shut the door
Put 3 and then 4 fingers
up and swing hand
inward to “shut the
door”

5, 6 Pick up sticks
Put finger up for 5, 6
and then mime picking
up sticks

7, 8 Lay them
straight
Put finger up for7, 8
and then make lines with
each arm

9, 10 A big fat hen
Put finger up for 9, 10
and then make circle
with arms as if holding a
big hen

Let’s get up and
count again
(repeat)

3. Intro the book: This story is about a child who knows what she wants to be when she

grows up. Look at this picture. Can you guess what she wants to be? Yes, an astronaut!
During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Content
a. (- like Mae Jemison, the first African American woman in space):— She wants to be
like Mae Jemison! Do you remember the story we just read about Mae Jemison?
She is a famous astronaut.
b. (For today’s mission, I’m going to see something incredible: THE PHOENIX
METEOR SHOWER) – The Phoenix Meteor Shower? I wonder what that is.
Rocket wants everyone to see it with her. It must be really neat.
c. (when Cathy the cashier isn’t looking, I grab the microphone…) Uh oh. I don’t
know if that’s a good idea. I wonder what she will say to everyone at the grocery
store.
d. (Wow! It’s half the people from my street, and they’re all holding my flyers): Look
at all those people. I think Rocket must feel really happy right now!
e. (watching meteors zoom across the sky) Oh how cool! I think I would love to see a
meteor shower!
3. Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly definitions.
Astronaut – someone who studies space and goes to space
Telescope– Tools with special lenses that allow people to see far out into space to
explore what is out there.
Meteor shower – when the Earth passes through a trail of dust left by a comet and
people can see lots of bright moving lights in the night sky
Speechless- a feeling when you are so amazed that you can’t think of words to say
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After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions
a. Who was this story about? (Rocket- she wants to be an astronaut one day)
b. What did Rocket want everyone to watch with her? (The Phoenix Meteor Shower)
c. Who watched the meteor shower? (Rocket’s neighbors and family. Her brother
Jamal.)
3. Review what a meteor shower is- Let’s see if we can remember what a meteor shower
is. Rocket knows a lot about meteor showers. Let’s go back and read what she said
about them. Go back to the four speech bubbles where Rocket shares facts about
meteors and meteor showers. Each begins with “Did you know…” Read these to
remember what a meteor shower is.
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Astronomy Part 3 - Astronauts
Book 21: Astronaut Training by Aneta Cruz
Materials Needed: Astronaut Training
Language Time:
One, Two, Tie My
Shoe
1, 2 Tie my shoe
Put finger up for each
number and then mime
tying shoes

Learning New Things—1, 2, 3 Shared Storybook
Notes on the Books: This is the story of a young girl who wants to be an astronaut. She
builds a space ship, makes astronaut food, and practices floating in her bathtub. Her
imagination takes her to different planets, one where everything is too big and one where
everything is too small. She soon discovers that asking for help from her father is just
what she needs to get her “astronaut training” back on track.
Key Vocabulary: astronaut, spaceship, training, mission
Read Using the 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine
Before:

3, 4 Shut the door

1. Ask the children what they think the story is about?

Put 3 and then 4 fingers
up and swing hand
inward to “shut the
door”

2. Read the title, author, & illustrator What does an author do? What does an illustrator do?

5, 6 Pick up sticks

During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so child can get a sense of the full story.

Put finger up for 5, 6
and then mime picking
up sticks

7, 8 Lay them
straight

3. Intro the book: This book is called Astronaut Training. Training means practice.

What do you think this girl is practicing to be? Let’s read the story to find out.

2. Model Thinking Aloud/Drawing Attention to Key Content
a. (Astrid’s dream was to be an astronaut.):—Her dream is to be an astronaut. We
were right. She is training to be an astronaut.

Put finger up for7, 8
and then make lines with
each arm

b. (and Astrid soon ran out of all the numbers she knew) – I’ve never tried to count the
stars before, but I don’t think I would be able to do it either. There are so many
stars!

9, 10 A big fat hen

c. (She chose the biggest one, made a wish, and …) She made a wish on a big star. I
wonder what’s going to happen?

Put finger up for 9, 10
and then make circle
with arms as if holding a
big hen

Let’s get up and
count again
(repeat)

d. (chose the smallest one, and set her course): She chose the smallest start this time.
Hmmm… I’m thinking something! I’m wondering if everything is going to be too small
now?
e. (after a bit more training, of course) Astrid still wants to explore space, but she is
going to train more first. This picture shows her training. What is she doing? Yes, she’s
reading a book about space. We’ve been reading books about space, too!
3. Vocabulary: Briefly define/highlight key vocabulary using child friendly definitions.
Astronaut – someone who studies space and goes to space
Spaceship- another words for a rocket or space shuttle. It travels to space and
astronauts ride on it
Training- practice for something
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Mission- an important job or assignment. An trip into space is called a mission.
After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did you like this book?
2. Ask a few basic understanding questions
a. Who was this story about? (Mae)
b. What did Nanda become when she grew up? (astronaut)
c. Was Mae a real person or just pretend? (real person – 1st African America woman
in space)
3. Read the very last page. It includes information about Dr. Mae Jemison—amazing
person!
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Wordless Books Small Group Work for the Astronomy Unit
Books in this Unit
1. Delivery
2. Field Trip to the Moon
3. La La La (Challenge)

Wordless Books General Outline
Skills Targeted: Length of sentences, retelling, explanations, vocabulary, and listening
comprehension, and print/book skills.
Materials: Books and follow up activity
Outline of Activity: Wordless book routine—SAMMY
1. Show children the book, read title & author, and generate excitement
2. Ask “What do you think this book is about?”
3. Model--Read it the first time with the children where you tell the story—
asking a few basic questions as you read.
4. Make sure they understood what happened in the story by asking a few
questions/reviewing: who the characters were, what the problem was that resolved, and
how it ended.
5. Your Turn: Read the story again, this time letting the children tell the story.
Provide prompts as needed—what is happening on this page? Who is that? How did the
story end? Have the child complete your sentence--The girl and the boy became
____(friends).
6. After Reading Activity.
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Delivery by Aaron Meshon
I Walk with Vanessa
Skills Targeted: Length of sentences, retelling, explanations, vocabulary, and listening
Comprehension. Print/Book Skills
Materials: Delivery by Aaron Meshon, sequencing cards, small box covered in white paper and made to
look like the package in the story.
Story Synopsis: A grandmother remembers that her grandson’s special day is coming up soon. She
bakes red, heart-shaped cookies while her cat watches and wraps them in a white box. She hands the
box to the mail carrier and that is where the adventure begins. The box travels around the world and
into space with the help of several different types of vehicles, and one whale. Along the way, it radiates
the grandmother’s love. When the package is finally delivered to the grandson, we see that he actually
lives right next door to his grandmother.
Outline of Activity: Wordless book routine—SAMMY
1. Show children the book, read title & author, and generate excitement by pointing out the
picture of the Earth and all of the vehicles encircling it. Talk about some of the vehicles.
2. Ask “what do you think this book is about” Say, “I see all different kinds of vehicles
traveling around the world. Every vehicle has a red heart. I wonder what these vehicles are
doing?”
3. Model--Read it the first time with the children where you tell the story—
asking a few basic questions as you read. “What is the grandmother making? Who is it
for?” “What is this tractor doing?” Who has the package now? Where do you think they
are taking it?”
4. Make sure they understood what happened in the story by asking a few
questions/reviewing. “What were all of those vehicles doing?” “Who delivered the
cookies to the grandson?”
5. Your Turn: Read the story again, this time letting the children tell the story.
Provide prompts as needed. “Now the package is being carried on a _____________”
(child fills in the name of the vehicle)
6. After Reading Activity— Story sequencing: Ask the children if they can remember some of
the vehicles that carried the cookies. As the children name the vehicles, pull out and show them
the sequencing card with the picture of that vehicle. When children have named three or four
vehicles from the story, work together to put the sequencing cards in the order they appear in the
story. Encourage the children to retell the story by moving the package along the sequencing
cards while they recount the story events.
Differentiation:
Children Who Need a Challenge: After the children take their turn telling the story, encourage
the children to recall the names of as many vehicles as possible.
Children Who Need Support: After the children take their turn telling the story, show them three
of the sequencing cards. Encourage them to name the vehicles on the sequencing cards. Look
through the book to help put the sequencing cards in order before using the small package and
sequencing cards to retell the story again.
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Field Trip to the Moon by John Hare

Skills Targeted: Length of sentences, retelling, explanations, vocabulary, and listening
Comprehension. Print/Book Skills
Materials: Field Trip to the Moon by Jeanne Willis, crayons and paper
Story Synopsis: A group of students take a field trip to the moon. One student accidentally gets left
behind and his teacher goes
Outline of Activity: Wordless book routine—SAMMY
1. Show children the book, read title & author, and generate excitement by pointing out the
spaceship school bus!
2. Ask “what do you think this book is about” Say, “I can see school bus that looks like a
spaceship and children dressed in spacesuits. I think they are going on a special school trip to the
moon! That would be so fun. Would you like to do that? What do you think they will do?”
3. Model--Read it the first time with the children where you tell the story—
asking a few basic questions as you read. The story begins with the cover as the children
are boarding the bus then they fly to the moon. Point out that one student is lagging
behind. “oh look, there is one student behind the line. I hope they catch up. I don’t want
them to get lost.” What is the student drawing? (Earth). What is the student doing here?
(sleeping). What might happened if she fell asleep and the teacher doesn’t know where
she is? Point out the bus leaving—What will the student do now?
Oh look she is sharing his crayons—so kind! She leaves the crayons for the moon people
but, she keeps one. What color is the one she keeps? Why does she keep this one?
4. Make sure they understood what happened in the story by asking a few
questions/reviewing. Where did they take a field trip to? What happened when they were
on the field trip? What did the girl do instead of staying with the class? Were the moon
people nice? What did they do with the girl? How did the girl show kindness? When she
safely got back on the bus what did the girl draw as she left the moon?
5. Your Turn: Read the story again, this time letting the children tell the story.
Provide prompts as needed.
6. After Reading Activity— Make a moon creature! Using crayons and paper have the children
create a moon creature. Tell them we have never seen life of any sort on the moon but, it is fun to
pretend that there might be moon creatures. What do you think they look like?
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La La La by Kate DiCamillio
Skills Targeted: Length of sentences, retelling, explanations, vocabulary, and listening
Comprehension. Print/Book Skills
Materials: La La La by Kate DiCamillio
Story Synopsis: A young girl stands alone and sings. No one responds. The little girl goes out, singing
to the world around her but still no one responds. The little girl is sad and feels lonely. She falls asleep
but is awoken by an amazing sound. Someone heard her and is singing back.
Outline of Activity: Wordless book routine—SAMMY
1. Show children the book, read title & author, and generate excitement by pointing out the little
girl and the bright light behind her.
2. Ask “what do you think this book is about” Say, “The little girl’s mouth is wide open. What
do you think she is doing? What is this big light behind the girl?”
3. Model--Read it the first time with the children where you tell the story—
asking a few basic questions as you read. Say, “What is the little girl doing in this
picture? Did anyone answer her?”
4. Make sure they understood what happened in the story by asking a few
questions/reviewing. Notice the colors in each picture. Talk about how the little girl
feels in each picture. Point out the natural elements, especially those related to space like
the moon and the stars.
5. Your Turn: Read the story again, this time letting the children tell the story.
Provide prompts as needed. “Who finally answered the little girl? How did she feel
when she heard that sound?”
6. After Reading Activity— What is the problem in this story? Explain that every story has a
problem to be solved. Guide the children toward discovery of the problem (The girl felt lonely
because no one would answer her singing) by looking through the book and briefly discussing
what the girl is doing and how she feels in the beginning, middle, and end of the story.
Differentiation:
Children Who Need a Challenge: After explaining the every story has a problem to be solved,
present this question to the children, “What was the problem in this story?” When children
answer, ask them how the problem was solved.
Children Who Need Support: After explaining that every story has a problem, guide children
toward discovering the problem in this story by flipping through the beginning, middle, and end
of the book. Explain what the girl is doing at each part in the story and tell how she is feeling.
Give children the opportunity to complete your sentences as much as possible. “The little girl is
______ (singing.) She feels __________ (lonely/sad.)
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Small Group Math Instruction – Astronomy Unit
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General Math Resource – Number Chart

Materials






Book
Space manipulative figures or
Space manipulatives cards
Math cards (numbers & symbols)
Number chart & counters

On the Launch Pad – Math Activity Cards
Small Number Recognition without Counting
Counting & Number Recognition
More Than/Less Than/Equal To
Quantity Comparisons
Number-After Knowledge
Addition
Subtraction

Developmental Progression for Number Knowledge

Developmental Progression

Small Number Recognition (1-3)

Object Counting

Enjoyment
of Math!

Quantity Compasrisons
Number-After Knowledge
Number Comparisons

Addition

Subtraction
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Language of
Math

Book 5- On the Launchpad - Math Activity Cards
Small Number Recognition without Counting – Quantities of 1 - 3
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about (show book). Remind them that there were
numbers in this book. "Numbers tell us how many there is of something."
2. Say, "Sometimes when there is a really small group of things, I don't even need to count them to know
how many are there. I can just look and tell how many.”
3. Demonstrate by setting out a small group of 1-3 manipulatives, name the quantity and then check your
work by counting the items. Add the correct number card to label the quantity.
4. Continue to set out small groups and encourage the children to quickly name the quantity without
counting, check the work by counting the items together, and labeling the quantity with the number card.
Easy- Stay with 1 vs. 2 until they have this solid and without help. Start by having the children who are hesitant to
repeat the number after you. Then put the same quantity down for them to state the quantity. Repeat 1 vs 2 many
times so children practice saying each number multiple times.
Medium- Follow the procedure outlined above.
Hard- Move quickly and encourage the children to set out their own group to try to trick the teacher. The child sets
out a small group of 1-3, the teacher names the quantity (sometimes correctly, sometimes not) and the child tells if the
teacher is correct. Once they can do this, move on to larger quantities of 4-6.

Counting and Number Recognition
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Remind them that there were numbers in
this book. Say, "Numbers tell us how many." Show them your number cards and say I have some
number cards right here. As we read the book, I will put out the number card to match the numbers
talked about in the book.
2. Read the book again (or just look for the numbers on each page) emphasizing the numbers written in the
book. Lay out the appropriate number card for each page.
3. Set out the space manipulatives and tell them: We are going to play a game where we will count these
space items and then find the number card that tells how many space items there are in each group. I
chose astronauts, rockets, and other space vehicles. Why do you think I chose these things? Let’s start
with this many space items. Put 3 items out, count them together, and match the correct number card 3.
4. Repeat with different amounts. *If using space manipulative cards instead of figures, you will only have
pictures of rockets. Adjust your words accordingly.
For extra guidance: Encourage the child to count with you. For a challenge: Encourage the child to count alone.
Easy- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 1-5 and manipulatives in groups of 1-5.
Medium- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 1-10 and manipulatives in groups of 1-10.
Hard- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 10-20 and manipulatives in groups of 10-20.
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More Than, Less Than, Equal To
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2. Set out two groups of space manipulatives (1-10) one clearly smaller (2) and one clearly bigger (5 items)
3. Explain. "Today we are going to play a game with groups of space items called more than, less than, and equal
to. We will say more than for the group that has more—the bigger group, less than for the group that is
smallest (has less) and equal to means the groups are the same—they have the same number of space items”
4. Count each group of space items.
5. Point out which group is biggest and smallest. The group that has 5 space items is bigger, it has more than the
group that has 2 space items. Which group is the bigger group? Let’s say this group with 5 (point) has more
space items than this group 3 (point). 5 is more than 3.”
6. Repeat this many times, encouraging children to tell which group has more than the other and which has less than
the other. Be sure to create equal groups as well and explain that we say "equal" when the groups have the same
number. Encourage the children to say the sentence: This group is greater than/less than/equal to this group.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you (heavy modeling). Use sets with 1-5 times and start
with simply asking which is bigger vs. smaller with clearly bigger and smaller items.
Hard- Give the children the opportunity to "be the teacher" by creating two groups and telling which is greater than or
less than. Use larger groups of 10-20 if children have mastered counting objects that high.

Number-After Knowledge
Part 1
1. Show children the Number Chart, pointing to the number list at the bottom. “Here is a list of our numbers from 1 to
10. Let’s all say them in order together 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10. Great! We all just counted to 10. Do
this a couple times until they all can do it clearly.
2. Pointing to the number 1 ask the children what number comes next, what number comes after 1. Point to the
number 3 and ask what comes next. If they cannot tell you, start at number 1 and count up to 4 and point out 4 comes
next. Do this for a variety of numbers (1-5), pointing each time as you ask. Once they have this down, ask them
without pointing to the number – what number comes after _____? Once they can do this for 1-5 move on to part 2
and add numbers 6-10 in part 1.
Part 2
1. Give each child a number chart and a set of 6 counters (enough to make numbers 1-3 initially).
2. Tell them “we are going to put the number of counters to represent each number.” Point to the number 1, how
many counters do we need to show 1? Yes one. Let’s place the counter above the number 1. Have each child
place one counter above the number 1. Do the same thing for numbers 2 and 3.
3. Ask them questions comparing the numbers 1 – 3. Which number is bigger, 2 or 3? Yes, look 3 has more counters,
3 is more than/bigger than 2.
4. Point out that each number is one more than the number before it. 2 is one more than 1, 3 is one more than 2—show
this with the counters.
As children are ready, repeat these steps with numbers 1-5 and then 4-6
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Addition
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2. Set out two groups of manipulatives (a group of 2 and a group of 1).
3. Explain, "Today we are going to do addition. Addition means putting together. When we add things
together they get bigger"
4. Count each group of manipulatives and place the matching numeral cards below the groups.
5. Say, "Now we are going to find out how many there are altogether. We are going to add these groups."
Show the addition card. This symbol means addition and we say plus when we read it. Place the addition
sign between the two numeral card and the equals sign after. Point to equal sign -- This symbol means
equals, the number all together.
6. Count the groups with the children. Place the matching numeral card for the sum at the end of the equation
7. Read the whole equation, encouraging children to read with you. “Two plus one equals three.”
Repeat this many times with groups of varying amounts with sums of 2 - 5.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you. For example, "This group has 2. How many? Yes, 2.
This group has 1. How many? Yes, 1. When I add them together. I get (point to each manipulative as you
count) 1, 2, 3. How many? Yes, 3. Two plus one equals 3. Say that with me again."
*Use small groups with sums up to 5. *Do not use numeral cards.
Hard- Use groups with sums up to 10.

Subtraction
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2. Set out one group of manipulatives with up to 5 manipulatives. Explain, "Today we are going to do
subtraction. Subtraction means taking away. When we subtract something, it gets smaller"
3. Count the manipulatives with the children and place the matching numeral card under the group.
4. Place the subtraction sign to the right of the numeral card and say, "This symbol means subtraction, we
say minus when we read it. Now we are going to subtract or take away."
5. Tell the children how many you will be subtracting and place the matching numeral card to the right of
the subtraction sign and the equals sign after that. “Let’s take away 2 space items.”
6. Encourage the children to count with you as you take away that amount of manipulatives.
7. Say, "How many are left now?"
8. Count the remainder together and place the matching numeral card after the equals sign.
9. Read the whole equation. Five minus two equals three.
Repeat this many times with groups of varying amounts and differences up to 10.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you *Use small groups with differences up to 5. *Do not
use numeral cards.
Hard- Use groups with differences up to 20.
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Book 5 – On the Launchpad – Math Manipulatives
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Materials







Book
Small planet figurines
Math cards (numbers & symbols)
Number chart & counters
Patterning pictures

Around the Moon 1,2,3 – Math Activity Cards
Small Number Recognition without Counting
Counting & Number Recognition
More Than/Less Than/Equal To
Quantity Comparisons
Number-After Knowledge
Addition
Subtraction
Patterning

Developmental Progression for Number Knowledge

Developmental Progression

Small Number Recognition (1-3)

Object Counting

Enjoyment
of Math!

Quantity Compasrisons
Number-After Knowledge
Number Comparisons
Addition

Subtraction
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Language of
Math

Book 10- Around the Moon 1,2,3 - Math Activity Cards
Small Number Recognition without Counting – Quantities of 1 - 3
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about (show book). Remind them that there were
numbers in this book. "Numbers tell us how many there is of something."
2. Say, "Sometimes when there is a really small group of things, I don't even need to count them to know
how many are there. I can just look and tell how many.”
3. Demonstrate by setting out a small group of 1-3 manipulatives, name the quantity and then check your
work by counting the items. Add the correct number card to label the quantity.
4. Continue to set out small groups and encourage the children to quickly name the quantity without
counting, check the work by counting the items together, and labeling the quantity with the number card.
Easy- Stay with 1 vs. 2 until they have this solid and without help. Start by having the children who are hesitant to
repeat the number after you. Then put the same quantity down for them to state the quantity. Repeat 1 vs 2 many
times so children practice saying each number multiple times.
Medium- Follow the procedure outlined above.
Hard- Move quickly and encourage the children to set out their own group to try to trick the teacher. The child sets
out a small group of 1-3, the teacher names the quantity (sometimes correctly, sometimes not) and the child tells if the
teacher is correct. Once they can do this, move on to larger quantities of 4-6.

Counting and Number Recognition
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Remind them that there were numbers in
this book. Say, "Numbers tell us how many." Show them your number cards and say I have some number
cards right here. As we read the book, I will put out the number card to match the numbers talked about
in the book.
2.Read the book again (or just look for the numbers on each page) emphasizing the numbers written in the
book. Lay out the appropriate number card for each page.
3.Set out the planet figurines and tell them: We are going to play a game where we will count these planets
and then find the number card that tells how many planets there are in each group. Why do you think I
chose planets? Let’s start with this many planets. Put 3 planets out, count them together, and match the
correct number card 3.
4.Repeat with different amounts.
For extra guidance: Encourage the child to count with you. For a challenge: Encourage the child to count alone.
Easy- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 1-5 and manipulatives in groups of 1-5.
Medium- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 1-10 and manipulatives in groups of 1-10.
Hard- Follow above procedure using numeral cards 10-20 and manipulatives in groups of 10-20.
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More Than, Less Than, Equal To
1.Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2.Set out two groups of planet figurines (1-10) one clearly smaller (2) and one clearly bigger (5 planets)
3.Explain. "Today we are going to play a game with groups of planets called more than, less than, and equal to.
We will say more than for the group that has more—the bigger group, less for the group that is smallest (has less)
and equal to means the groups are the same—they have the same number of planets”
4.Count each group of planets.
5. Point out which group is biggest and smallest. The group that has 5 planets is bigger, it has more than the group
that has 2 planets. Which group is the bigger group? Let’s say this group with 5 (point) has more planets than this
group 3 (point). 5 is more than 3.”
6.Repeat this many times, encouraging children to tell which group has more than the other and which has less than
the other. Be sure to create equal groups as well and explain that we say "equal" when the groups have the same
number. Encourage the children to say the sentence: This group is greater than/less than/equal to this group.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you (heavy modeling). Use sets with 1-5 times and start
with simply asking which is bigger vs. smaller with clearly bigger and smaller items.
Hard- Give the children the opportunity to "be the teacher" by creating two groups and telling which is greater than or
less than. Use larger groups of 10-20 if children have mastered counting objects that high.
Number-After Knowledge
Part 1
1.Show children the Number Chart, pointing to the number list at the bottom. “Here is a list of our numbers from 1
to 10. Let’s all say them in order together 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10. Great! We all just counted to 10. Do
this a couple times until they all can do it clearly.
2.Pointing to the number 1 ask the children what number comes next, what number comes after 1. Point to the
number 3 and ask what comes next. If they cannot tell you, start at number 1 and count up to 4 and point out 4 comes
next. Do this for a variety of numbers (1-5), pointing each time as you ask. Once they have this down, ask them
without pointing to the number – what number comes after _____? Once they can do this for 1-5 move on to part 2
and add numbers 6-10 in part 1.
Part 2
1.Give each child a number chart and a set of 6 counters (enough to make numbers 1-3 initially).
2.Tell them “we are going to put the number of counters to represent each number.” Point to the number 1, How
many counters do we need to show 1? Yes one. Let’s place the counter above the number 1. Have each child place
one counter above the number 1. Do the same thing for numbers 2 and 3.
3.Ask them questions comparing the numbers 1 – 3. Which number is bigger, 2 or 3? Yes, look 3 has more counters,
3 is more than/bigger than 2.
4.Point out that each number is one more than the number before it. 2 is one more than 1, 3 is one more than 2—show
this with the counters.
As children are ready, repeat these steps with numbers 1-5 and then 4-6
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Addition
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2. Set out two groups of manipulatives (a group of 2 and a group of 1).
3. Explain, "Today we are going to do addition. Addition means putting together. When we add things
together they get bigger"
4. Count each group of manipulatives and place the matching numeral cards below the groups.
5. Say, "Now we are going to find out how many there are altogether. We are going to add these groups."
Show the addition card. This symbol means addition and we say plus when we read it. Place the addition
sign between the two numeral card and the equals sign after. Point to equal sign -- This symbol means
equals, the number all together.
6. Count the groups with the children. Place the matching numeral card for the sum at the end of the
equation
7. Read the whole equation, encouraging children to read with you. “Two plus one equals three.”
Repeat this many times with groups of varying amounts with sums of 2 - 5.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you. For example, "This groups has 2. How many? Yes,
2. This group has 1. How many? Yes, 1. When I add them together. I get (point to each manipulative as you
count) 1, 2, 3. How many? Yes, 3. Two plus one equals 3. Say that with me again."
*Use small groups with sums up to 5. *Do not use numeral cards.
Hard- Use groups with sums up to 10.

Subtraction
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book was about. Have a brief discussion.
2. Set out one group of manipulatives with up to 5 manipulatives. Explain, "Today we are going to do
subtraction. Subtraction means taking away. When we subtract something, it gets smaller"
3. Count the manipulatives with the children and place the matching numeral card under the group.
4. Place the subtraction sign to the right of the numeral card and say, "This symbol means subtraction, we
say minus when we read it. Now we are going to subtract or take away."
5. Tell the children how many you will be subtracting and place the matching numeral card to the right of
the subtraction sign and the equals sign after that. “Let’s take away 2 planets.”
6. Encourage the children to count with you as you take away that amount of manipulatives.
7. Say, "How many are left now?"
8. Count the remainder together and place the matching numeral card after the equals sign.
9. Read the whole equation. Five minus two equals 3.
Repeat this many times with groups of varying amounts and differences up to 10.
Easy- Move slowly and encourage children to repeat after you *Use small groups with differences up to 5. *Do not
use numeral cards.
Hard- Use groups with differences up to 20.
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Recognizing and Extending Patterns
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book is about. Have a brief discussion.
2. Explain that “today we are going to be learning about patterns. Patterns repeat over and over.”
3. Using the moon, rocket, and astronaut pictures, create the start of a simple pattern and read it aloud to the children.
“Rocket, astronaut, rocket, astronaut” Ask, "What comes next in my pattern?"
4. Allow the children to add the next picture in the pattern.
5. Read the completed pattern.
Repeat many times with a variety of increasingly difficult, but still simple patterns. AABAA or ABBA or
AABB, ABCABC patterns are all appropriate.

Easy- Follow the steps outlined above but move slowly. Build the simple AB pattern a couple times. Encourage the
children to read the pattern with you before telling what comes next.

Hard- Follow the steps above in Outline (Medium) but move quickly. Encourage the children to read the patterns
independently before extending them. Use more complex patterns from the onset. Consider using a growing pattern
like AB, AAB, AAAB.

Creating Patterns
1. Ask the children if they remember what this book is about. Have a brief discussion
2. Explain that “today we are going to be making patterns. Patterns repeat over and over.”
3. Create the AB simple pattern and read it aloud to the children. "Astronaut, moon, astronaut, moon, astronaut,
moon.” Create a few more patterns as models for the children.
4. Tell the children, "Now, it is your turn to make a pattern." Encourage the children to create a pattern.
5. Read the completed pattern.
Repeat many times, encouraging children to create more complex, but still simple, patterns. AABA or ABBA
or AABB patterns are all appropriate.

Easy- Follow the steps outlined above but move slowly. Use very simple AB patterns. Create a several patterns first
before encouraging children to create their own.

Hard- Follow the steps above in Outline (Medium) but move quickly. Create just one or two model patterns before
asking children to create their own. Encourage children to use more complex patterns from the onset. Consider using
a growing pattern like AB, AAB, AAAB.
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Book 10- Around the Moon 1,2,3- Patterning Cards
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